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Abstract
Future uncertainty has always been a hindrance in the field of transportation planning.
It is difficult to make robust decisions regarding optimal transportation policies when
uncertainty is so wide.
This project presents a novel approach for applying scenario discovery to agent-
based simulation. In scenario discovery we define a space of uncertainty, and seek to
find sub-spaces where strategies fail. Since scenario discovery requires running multi-
ple simulations under different conditions of uncertainty, we can produce compelling
narrative as to why certain strategies fail in the space where they do.
Our two main performance measures are individual accessibility and overall petroleum-
based energy consumption. We apply the Patient Rule Induction Method (PRIM), a
method for clustering points within a hyper-space that fail to meet certain criteria,
to both of these outputs.
The strategies that were tested were: the current state; a strategy where auto-
mated mobility on-demand replaces current forms of mobility on-demand; a strategy
where the frequency of all public transportation lines is doubled; a strategy where
automated mobility on-demand are used only to solve the first-last mile problem for
public transportation; and a strategy where all private modes are banned from enter-
ing the city’s central business district (CBD). The strategy which produced the best
overall performance taking into account both accessibility and energy consumption
was the strategy by which the CBD was restricted.
This framework of scenario discovery applied to agent-based simulation can be
applied to additional modeled cities in the future.
Thesis Supervisor: Jimi Oke
Title: Postdoctoral Associate, Intelligent Transportation Systems Lab
Thesis Supervisor: Moshe E. Ben-Akiva
Title: Edmund K. Turner Professor, Intelligent Transportation Systems Lab
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Chapter 1
Introduction
It is perceived by many that the transportation world in which we live is changing
rapidly. New technologies regarding the automation of various modes of transporta-
tion present new opportunities for the developing world and developed world alike.
However, these technologies should be viewed cautiously, as their overall benefit for
humanity is still yet to be proven. This project provides tools to assess the impacts
of different transportation strategies with an emphasis on two key performance mea-
sures: personal accessibility, and overall energy consumption. For the assessment of
the performance of these strategies, will use a tool called Scenario Discovery.
Scenario discovery can be defined as a method for evaluating the performance
of different strategies under the conditions of multiple dimensions of uncertainty. It
aims to produce generalizable narrative about the performance of strategies, while
taking the uncertainty into account. Moreover, the approach evaluates strategies by
finding regions within the space of uncertainty where strategies fail to meet criteria
of success, as defined by the user. From these regions of failure we can identify the
most robust strategies.
This project presents a novel approach by using agent-based transportation simu-
lation in a scenario discovery context. Our simulation platform is called SimMobility,
developed by MIT’s Intelligent Transportation Systems Lab along with its extension
in Singapore. In this software, individuals in a city (agents) make decisions about how
they will carry out their day, regarding activities, destinations, and modes of trans-
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portation. Then the simulator carries out all activity schedules, taking into account
interactions between various agents in the transportation network. The attributes of
travel, such as travel time, distance, and energy consumed, is recorded and stored
after each simulation. We use the output from these simulations to compute our key
performance measures, upon which the scenario discovery approach will be applied.
We proceed to use the outputs from SimMobility to apply scenario discovery.
In this thesis we will present:
1. The MIT Energy Initiative’s Mobility of the Future project, the context for this
research.
2. The city clustering and prototype city generation aspects of this project.
3. What scenario discovery is, how it works, and how we will apply it.
4. What our simulation testbed is.
5. What our factors of uncertainty are.
6. What our strategies are.
7. Validation of our simulations.
8. The application the scenario discovery approach.
9. Conclusions, including future work.
16
Chapter 2
Background
This scenario discovery project is an element in a larger project that aims to under-
stand how urban mobility will look in the future. More specifically, the objective
of this project is to figure out how the penetration of automated vehicles, electric
vehicles, as well as ride-hailing and ride-sharing services will affect the way people
live.
To understand what changes might occur in the world’s urban environment in the
future, we must first understand the cities of the present. Here the city classification
project clusters 331 world metropolises into 13 typologies, based on their shared
attributes. We can then model the behavior of each typology from a transportation
perspective, and run simulations incorporating different scenarios and strategies, and
evaluating the effects of these scenarios on welfare and energy consumption.
2.1 MIT Energy Initiative - Mobility of the Future
The MIT Energy Initiative (MITEI) Mobility of the Future project aims to under-
stand what mobility in the urban environment might look like by the year 2050.
This project brings together multiple labs from different departments in MIT, each
with their own expertise, and compile the elements that characterize future mobility
(MITEI [2018]). The work-streams on of this project are:
∙ Vehicles and Fuels: Focuses on vehicle powertrains, battery technology.
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∙ Global Economic and Policy Modeling: Aims to assess long-term demand
for vehicles of different powertrains based on vehicle costs and fuel prices; as
well as to estimate the effects on Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions.
∙ Recharging and Refueling Infrastructure: Evaluates the cost and impli-
cations of deploying alternative energy infrastructure.
∙ System Dynamics: Evaluates new technologies with the potential to disrupt
demand for privately-owned vehicles.
∙ Mobility Culture and China Policy: The mobility culture aspect aims
to quantify car pride and understand its implications on car ownership in the
future in the developing world. The China policy aims to understand how
Chinese cities are developing, and what policies officials in this huge country
are enacting with regards to energy and mobility.
∙ Vehicle Automation: Aims to evaluate the economics of automated vehicles,
particularly with regards to AVs replacing current on-demand service. Under-
standing the economic realities the need to be fulfilled in order for robo-taxis
to become a viable business.
∙ Mobility and Policy Analytics: Aims to identify trends in vehicle ownership
in the United States, particularly with regard to changes in inter-generational
behavior.
∙ Urban Mobility: There are three facets of this work-stream: “Urban Ty-
pologies”, “Prototype City Generation”, and “Scenario Discovery”. Aims to ex-
plore robust policies that can be implemented in the urban environment that
maximize welfare and minimize energy consumption. These policies are to be
evaluated for different urban typologies.
18
2.2 Urban Typologies
The urban typologies project has analyzed data from 331 major cities around the
world, and has clustered these cities into groups based on their attributes (Han et al.
[2018]). These attributes include economic data, mode shares, socio-economic at-
tributes of the population etc. Han et al. [2018] also incorporated a novel latent-class
choice model (LCCM) which included the results from a stated-preferences survey re-
sult conducted on 42,000 individuals spanning 52 countries. From this sample, 18,000
observations were represented in 225 cities of the initial 331 on which the exploratory
analysis was based. Data from this subsample were used to estimate the LCCM pa-
rameters. The result was the clustering of these cities into 13 typologies based on
common attributes. These typologies are presented in Table 2.1.
Several of the typologies in Table 2.1 were selected to be modeled for transporta-
tion simulation. A candidate city from within these urban typology, with attributes
close to the centroid of the cluster, was selected to represent the typology as a whole.
Scenario discovery can then be applied to these modeled cities.
2.3 Prototype City Generation
Prototype city generation is a method we have developed to rapidly create a sim-
ulation environment that is representative of a given urban typology with regard
to demand, supply and demand-supply interaction outcomes. It was carried out as
described by Tsogsuren [2018]. The data needed for modeling a city divides into 3
primary groups:
∙ Transportation network: includes roads, lanes, railroads, public transportation
lines, their frequencies, bus stops, train stations, etc.
∙ Land use: includes residential areas, employment areas, location of educational
institutions etc. Used along with the road network to slice the region into
transportation analysis zones (TAZs).
∙ Population: a population with attributes near the centroid of the cluster that
19
is represented is synthesized and assigned residential and work locations (when
applicable). The attributes of the population that are synthesized include: age
distribution, gender, household size, income, vehicle ownership, employment
status, level of education and education status, drivers license attainment, etc.
After the city is generated with its transportation network, population, and land
use, we calibrate the demand models to produce the desired mode share and activity
share among trips. These calibrated models are later used in SimMobility for the
scenario discovery implementation.
20
Cluster Name
Number
of Cities
in Cluster
General
Location Characteristics
Hybrid Moderate 28
Eastern Europe,
Latin America,
South Africa,
Asia
Poor, medium density
no mass transit
Hybrid Dense 56
Eastern Europe,
Middle East,
Latin America,
North Africa
Very poor, high density
no mass transit
Congested Emerging 39 Africa,Asia
Small to mid-size, very
poor, very low vehicle
ownership, no mass transit
Congested Boomers 19 South Asia
Developing world mega-cities
large, dense, poor,
some mass transit
Metro-Bike Giants 8 China
Large Chinese cities, dense,
rapid economic growth,
PT and bike dependent
Metro-Bike Emerging 22 China
Mid-size Chinese cities,
dense, rapid economic
growth, Mass transit exists
or under development
BRT Giants 10 Latin America,Asia
Large developing cities,
BRT dependent
BRT Moderate 15
Latin America,
Iran,
South Africa
Mid-size developing cities,
Some mass transit
Auto Innovative 17 USA,Canada
Large, wealthy cities
(excluding NYC), auto-
dependent with mass transit
Auto-Sprawl 50 USA, CanadaPersian Gulf
Wealthy, small, auto-
dependent, low density
Innovative
Heavyweight 15
Western
Europe,
East Asia, USA
global hubs of business,
culture, and politics
wealthy, high density,
PT dependent
Sustainable Moderate 23
Eastern Europe
East Asia
South America
Moderate wealth, dense,
PT-Dependent
Sustainable Anchors 29 Western Europe Wealthy, small, fairly dense,PT-dependent
Table 2.1: Urban Typologies
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Chapter 3
Literature Review
3.1 Scenario Discovery
The patient rule induction method (PRIM) was put forth by Friedman and Fisher
[1999], as a tool for finding regions of interest in a multi-dimensional space. They
named the method "patient" since it involves iterative "peeling" of sub-dimensions
that did not meet certain criteria. Friedman and Fisher [1999] also defined several
objectives for the algorithm, in a generalized form, including:
∙ Interpretability: The ability to generate narrative from the results.
∙ Coverage: The share of the successful outputs within the subspace we are
currently examining from the total number of successful outputs in the space.
∙ Density: The share of the successful points in the sub-space out of the overall
size of the sub-space.
Friedman and Fisher [1999] used PRIM in a continuous setting, i.e., to search for
sub-spaces with increasingly higher outputs of interest.
Lempert et al. [2006] defined scenario discovery not by looking for sub-spaces which
perform towards an extreme value, but by defining the concept of regret. Regret is
defined as the difference between the output values of the strategy being evaluated
and the strategy which yields the best output, given that the point of uncertainty
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remains the same. They used PRIM not to find region of high performance, but to
find regions of high regret.
Bryant and Lempert [2010] provide a framework for discretizing scenario discovery,
i.e., from the generalized continuous-space case to a hyperspace made up discreet
points. The application of their work focused mainly on policies regarding renewable
energy. Here the discrete definitions of coverage and density become:
𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =
∑︀
𝑥𝑖∈𝐵 𝑦
′
𝑖∑︀
𝑥𝑖∈𝑥𝐼 𝑦
′
𝑖
(3.1)
𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
∑︀
𝑥𝑖∈𝐵 𝑦
′
𝑖∑︀
𝑥𝑖∈𝐵 1
(3.2)
Where:
𝑥𝑖 regret at point 𝑖
𝐵 the subspace (or box) of points being evaluated
𝑥𝐼 The entire space of points
𝑦′𝑖 1 if regret is above a certain threshold and 0 if otherwise
Bryant and Lempert [2010] use Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) to generate the
points of uncertainty, claiming that it is superior to other sampling methods for the
purpose of scenario discovery. LHS allows us to explore the space of uncertainty in
the most efficient manner, as the user chooses the number of samples to generate.
They proceed to using the PRIM algorithm to identify sub-regions of high regret.
This scenario discovery element of this project has been most closely modeled by the
work done by Bryant and Lempert [2010], albeit applying with the methods to a
transportation simulator.
Song [2013] used scenario discovery for traffic microsimulation in Singapore. In
his thesis, the factors of uncertainty were defined as the inter-zonal traffic demand
flows.
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3.2 The Future of Mobility
An aging joke in the transportation field states that “over the past two years, auto-
mated vehicles have been three months away”. However, even if high penetration of
automated vehicles (AVs) into our lives and into the urban environment in general is
not yet three months away, there will come a point where it will be. And regardless
of the timeline, it is clear to many that widespread penetration of automated vehicles
into the urban landscape will have a profound effect on the way people live (Fagnant
and Kockelman [2014, 2015]).
The implications of widespread deployment of automated vehicles reach far beyond
obviating the need to hold the steering wheel while driving. Deployment of AVs can
potentially lead to greater changes in human behavior, including:
∙ Changes in personal vehicle ownership, as on-demand ride services become po-
tentially cheaper and more available.
∙ Changes in land use, particularly in city centers, with the obviation of parking
lots. AVs will be able to park themselves in the outskirts of cities, where the
value of land for parking will be lower.
∙ Increases to overall mobility, since people who don’t drive, particularly the
young, the old, and the disabled, will suddenly have a cheap and available way
to get around.
∙ Changes in energy consumption, since potential changes in demand may lead
to both increased vehicle usage and to more vehicles traveling empty.
One of the more concerning questions regards the implications of the deployment of
automated mobility on-demand (robo-taxis) for public transportation. Several arti-
cles in the popular press (Marketing [2016], Harper [2017]) have attempted to address
these questions, without a conclusive answer. Uncontrolled expansion of ride-hailing
services (such as Uber, Lyft, and others) could cannibalize public transportation (PT)
ridership, forcing it to rely even more heavily on public subsidy, ending ultimately in
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public transportation’s demise (Lindsay [2017]). However, this has profound impacts
on some of the poorest segments of society, which rely on public transportation for
commuting and for making other trips. For this reason we are evaluating a strategy
where public transportation is removed.
3.3 Activity-Based Accessibility
Additional research that this project relies on is the computation methods of various
output metrics that are of interest to us. One of these outputs is activity-based
accessibility (ABA), as defined by Dong et al. [2006]. Originally formulated by Ben-
Akiva and Bowman [1998], ABA is proposed as a more accurate and effective measure
of accessibility than more traditional methods, since it has both units and can be
comparable among the entire population. It is based on the daily activity schedule
(DAS) method for scheduling trips. Dong et al. [2006] use the expected maximum
utility from a set of alternatives, using multinomial logit, defined as the following:
𝐸
(︂
max
𝑛∈𝐶𝑖
𝑈𝑛𝑖
)︂
=
1
𝜇
∑︁
𝑖∈𝐶𝑛
exp𝜇𝑉𝑛𝑖 (3.3)
Where:
𝐶𝑖 choice set given to individual 𝑖
𝑉𝑛𝑖 systemic utility for individual 𝑖 when choosing alternative 𝑛
𝜇 scaling factor
Dong et al. [2006] then uses this value, now denoted as 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑖 , to define ABA:
𝐴𝐵𝐴𝑖 =
(︀
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑖 − 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑖
)︀ ∆𝑥⃒⃒⃒
𝐴𝑐𝑐
𝑏(Δ𝑥)
𝑖 − 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑖
⃒⃒⃒ (3.4)
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Where:
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑖
expected maximum utility for individual 𝑖 from carrying out all possible
DASs when strategy 𝑎 is in place
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑖
expected maximum utility for individual 𝑖 from carrying out all possible
DASs when strategy 𝑏 is in place
𝐴𝑐𝑐
𝑏(Δ𝑥)
𝑖
expected maximum utility for individual 𝑖 from carrying out all possible
DASs when strategy 𝑏 is in place and variable 𝑥 is increased by one unit
∆𝑥
an increase in one unit of variable 𝑥, typically one minute of travel
time or one $ in travel cost
𝐶𝑖 the available set of DASs for individual 𝑖
The expected maximum utility for individual 𝑖 from carrying out all possible DASs
when strategy 𝑎 is in place is formulated as the following:
Note that the denominator is set to absolute value, since the scaling factor must
be positive. However, the difference in expected maximum utility between strategy 𝑎
and strategy 𝑏 keeps its sign, since it is dependent on which strategy performs better
(has a higher “logsum” utility value).
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Chapter 4
Methodology
In this chapter we will describe the platform we use to run our simulations (Sim-
Mobility), how we compute our outputs of interest (activity-based accessibility and
energy), and how we apply the scenario discovery method.
4.1 SimMobility
SimMobility is a multi-level, agent-based, transportation simulator (Adnan et al.
[2016]). It was developed by the MIT Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) Lab
in collaboration with its extension in the Singapore-MIT Alliance for Research and
Technology (SMART). This project utilizes SimMobility’s Mid-Term model as the
simulation platform, which is used to simulate movements within a city throughout
a typical workday.
4.1.1 Preday - Logsum
This is the first stage in SimMobility’s mid-term model. In this stage, a logsum
utility value for each activity (work, education, shop, and other) is computed, based
on available modes and individual attributes for each individual in the city. From
there, a utility value is computed for making trips, for making additional stops, and
an overall logsum value for expected utility of all possible daily activity schedules.
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Figure 4-1: SimMobility Mid-Term Structure
4.1.2 Preday - Activity Schedule
This stage takes in the utilities produced in the logsum stage, and by using the same
utility functions, converts them into a daily activity schedule. The choice for mode
and departure time are determined through multinomial logit or nested logit models.
The output is a table where each line is a scheduled trip of a single individual, which
includes all attributes of that trip. We call this a daily activity schedule (DAS). The
DAS includes the following columns:
∙ person ID
∙ tour number
∙ tour type (activity/purpose)
∙ stop number
∙ stop type (activity/purpose)
∙ stop node
∙ stop zone
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∙ mode of transportation
∙ primary stop (binary)
∙ arrival time
∙ departure time
∙ previous stop node
∙ previous stop zone
∙ previous stop departure time
∙ vehicle attributes, applicable when driving is the selected mode: powertrain,
make, model
All times of day that appear in the DAS are in numeric form on a 24-hour scale.
However, the time can also appear as a number greater than 24, representing trips that
occur after midnight, typically up until 3:00 AM on the next day. This reflects the
fact that for some individuals, their daily cycle does not necessarily end at midnight,
and could end in the early hours of the following calendar day.
In addition, all schedule times receive a decimal indicator of either .25 or .75
past the hour. This one-quarter or three-quarters indication does not represent a
departure time of 15 minutes or 45 minutes past the hour per se, but is the midpoint
in a half-hour interval where the individual’s departure is allowed. In other words,
if a person has a scheduled departure at .25 past the hour, their actual departure in
the within-day model will be drawn uniformly any time from the top of the hour to
half an hour past the top of the hour.
Before the activity schedule is executed (Section 4.1.3), there is one alteration
that is made. Among individuals who had selected the modes of car sharing 2 and
car sharing 3, an appropriate number of them are converted into drivers to maintain
the correct expected number of vehicles on the road. For car sharing 2, half of the
individuals who selected this mode become drivers, and for car sharing 3, one third
of individuals in this mode become drivers.
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4.1.3 Within-Day/Supply
The within-day/supply model can be viewed as the heart of SimMobility’s mid-term
model. Here the daily activity schedule is carried out in the network.
The model takes in the attributes of the city’s road network and public trans-
portation system, and upon them simulates the movement of vehicles. The attributes
of the road segments include: directionality, number of lanes, capacity, and free-flow
speed. For the public transportation system, the attributes include: routes, stop
locations, frequency, vehicle capacity, and dwell time models.
Time progress through discreet time ticks, usually set to 5-second intervals. As
time progresses, individuals are loaded into the network making trips in accordance
with their activity schedule. When car trips are made, the vehicles are loaded into the
network based on the individual’s stating point. When public transportation trips are
made, individuals walk to the nearest transit stop, wait for the appropriate vehicle to
pick them up, and board that vehicle if it indeed has the remaining capacity. When
on-demand services are called, the individual waits at their origin node for a vehicle
to pick them up. Walking is computed based on assigned average walking speed,
multiplied by walking distance.
At the end of the simulation, SimMobility releases several output files that record
the attributes of the movements throughout the day. These attributes include:
∙ Individual movements: start/end time, start/end node, mode, movement with-
in/outside the CBDm waiting time
∙ Vehicle movement by trip: travel time, travel distance, vehicle powertrain, en-
ergy consumed for the trip
∙ Link attributes: congestion level and flow speed by time of day
The inter-zonal travel times by mode and by time of day are then computed based
on individuals’ actual experienced travel time. These computed travel times are then
stored and used to feed back to the preday models, as learned travel times. In this
project, we use this closed-loop mechanism only once to recompute all logsum-utility
values based on experienced travel times. However, this feedback mechanism can
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be used multiple times until a certain convergence criteria as defined by the user is
obtained.
4.2 Activity-Based Accessibility
Activity-based accessibility (ABA) is defined as the value for the individual from
carrying out their daily activity schedule, expressed in terms of time or money. This
measure of accessibility was developed in the ITS Lab by Dong et al. [2006], and was
defined as:
𝐴𝐵𝐴𝑖 =
(︀
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑖 − 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑖
)︀ ∆𝑥⃒⃒⃒
𝐴𝑐𝑐
𝑏(Δ𝑥)
𝑖 − 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑖
⃒⃒⃒ (4.1)
Our method for computing ABA has been somewhat simplified, and had made the
following assumptions:
∙ We use the base strategy and scenario for scaling ABA (the strategy that ap-
pears in the denominator). The value 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑖 , or maximum expected utility from
carrying out the activity schedule, also known as Daily Pattern Binary (DPB),
is computed in its regular form under the base condition and computed again
with a change in 𝑥 (or ∆𝑥).
∙ The appearance of 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑖 in the numerator is replaced with 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑤𝑖 , the expected
maximum utility from carrying out all possible daily activity schedules when the
only mode available is walking. This situation, which emulates a pre-industrial
revolution world, allows us to quantify the benefits of any transportation system
which provides additional modes other than walking. The difference between
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑖 and 𝐴𝑐𝑐
𝑤
𝑖 becomes the benefit for the individual from putting a trans-
portation network into place, or the benefit from having additional modes other
than walking (walking representing the human natural state).
The reason this "policy" (of no motorized transport whatsoever) is not used
in the denominator as well, is that this creates a situation of individuals who
cannot access any zones at all, and whose expected maximum utility (𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑤𝑖 ) is
0. When 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑤𝑖 is zero, the denominator is also 0, and 𝐴𝐵𝐴𝑖 goes to infinity.
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Hence we choose to use a scaling factor that will scale more moderately and
realistically.
∙ We use 2 forms for ∆𝑥: time and a monetary value. When ∆𝑥 represents
change in time, it is replaced with 1 minute of travel time. When ∆𝑥 represents
monetary value, it is replaced with 1 dollar of travel cost.
The addition of 1 minute of travel is applied to all modes. For modes which
have different segments of travel, this additional minute is split proportionally
among the expected travel time of each segment of travel. An example for this
is when an individual uses public transportation: we compute their travel time
as being made up of three segments: walking (access and egress to PT), waiting
time, and in-vehicle time. Since these three segments of travel entail different
levels of disutility, the additional minute is split between the segments of travel,
so the effect of travel time on overall utility in each mode remains linear.
The additional dollar in travel cost is given to all modes except walk, which is
free. All modes are assumed to have a single fare, even if multiple mechanized
means are used.
For additional information on how travel time and travel cost were altered for
the ABA computation, see the appendix, Appendix A.1.3.
From the assumptions, we get the following definition of ABA:
𝐴𝐵𝐴𝑖 =
(𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑖 − 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑤𝑖 ) ∆𝑥⃒⃒⃒
𝐴𝑐𝑐
𝑏(Δ𝑥)
𝑖 − 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑖
⃒⃒⃒ (4.2)
Where:
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑖 DPB for individual 𝑖 when strategy 𝑎 is in place.
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑤𝑖 DPB for individual 𝑖 when only walking is available.
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑖 DPB for individual 𝑖 under the base strategy and scenario.
∆𝑥
an increase in one unit of one minute in travel time or one dollar in travel
cost.
𝐴𝑐𝑐
𝑏(Δ𝑥)
𝑖
DPB for individual 𝑖 under the base strategy and scenario when travel
time is increased by one minute or travel cost in increased by one dollar.
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From here on we refer to ABA computed with an increase in one minute in travel
time as "ABA-time" and as ABA computed with an increase in one dollar in travel
cost as "ABA-cost".
4.3 Energy
For this project, SimMobility required the implementation of energy models in its
code. The is a feature that no previous open-source version of SimMobility had. The
implementation of the energy models had been done by defining five types of vehicle
powertrains:
1. Internal-combustion engine vehicle (ICEV), a standard size sedan with a
"regular" gasoline engine.
2. Hybrid-electric vehicle (HEV), a standard size sedan with a hybrid, gasoline-
electric powertrain.
3. Battery-electric vehicle (BEV), an battery-electric hatchback.
4. Bus, a hybrid, diesel-electric bus.
5. Train, an electric train with power source from third rail or overhead wires.
Note: in SimMobility, all on-demand vehicles are defined as BEVs.
The energy models applied are of the following structure:
𝐸 =
∫︁ 𝑇
0
𝑃 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡 (4.3)
Where:
𝐸 The energy consumed during a trip
𝑃 (𝑡) The power, or rate of energy consumption, at moment 𝑡
𝑇 The end time of the trip, assuming the trip began at time 0.
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Since SimMobility’s mid-term within-day model has time progress through dis-
creet time ticks, it is necessary to convert this expression into a numerical represen-
tation:
𝐸 =
𝑇∑︁
𝑡=0
𝑃 (𝑡) (4.4)
The power at every time interval for ICEV has been implemented according to
the model developed at Virginia Tech by Rakha et al. [2011].
𝑃 (𝑡) =
1
𝜂𝑑
[︁𝜌
2
𝐶𝐷𝐶ℎ𝐴𝑓𝑣
2(𝑡) + 𝑚𝑔𝐶𝑟 (𝑐1𝑣(𝑡) + 𝑐2) + 1.04𝑚𝑎(𝑡)
]︁
𝑣(𝑡) (4.5)
Where:
𝐶𝐷 drag coefficient
𝐶𝑟 rolling coefficient
𝐴𝑓 frontal area
𝑔 acceleration due to gravity
𝜌 air density
𝜔 idling speed
𝑑 engine displacement
𝑃𝑚𝑓𝑜 idling mean fuel pressure
𝑄 lower heating value of fuel
𝑁 number of engine cylinders
Additional vehicle powertrains were implemented in SimMobility based on the
work done by Fiori et al. [2016], Ahn et al. [2002], Rakha et al. [2004], and Wang and
Rakha [2017].
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4.4 Scenario Discovery
4.4.1 Sampling
In this scenario discovery project, the space of uncertainty we have defined consists
of 960 discrete points. However, due to computational constraints, we could not run
full transportation simulations for all these 960 points across all six strategies. That
would require running SimMobility 5,760 times. We therefore chose to sample only a
subset of this 960 point space. To do this, we used Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS)
Mckay et al. [2000].
LHS samples points from a hyper-space of uncertainties based on the probability
distribution of each uncertainty. In our case, we define five factors of uncertainty.
For each uncertainty, we define its discrete levels, and for each level, we assign a
probability. While some of these uncertainties are essentially continuous variables,
we allow only for discrete representations of these uncertainties. We also imposed
the following conditions on these factors regarding the values they can take and their
probabilities:
∙ Limited Set Size: The number of values for each uncertainty will range be-
tween 3 and 5.
∙ Minimum Probability: The lowest probability in each set will be no less that
0.1.
∙ Probability Multiplications: All probabilities assigned will be of a whole
multiplication of 0.05.
∙ Uncertainty Independence: All uncertainty probabilities are independent
from each-another, i.e., the probability of choosing one value in one factor of
uncertainty does not affect choosing a value in a different factor of uncertainty.
LHS is used to assemble points of uncertainty, which we call scenarios. The
subset we chose to sample was of 100 points, or 100 scenarios. Each scenario can
be viewed as a vector of the 5 uncertainties. Since the LHS method samples points
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independently, there is a probability of the same point being sampled more than once.
There is no need to run the same scenario twice in SimMobility, but we do wish to
maintain the 100 point sample size. We do this by adding additional points to the
set of distinct samples, particularly points of extreme values.
A list of scenarios that were sampled can be found in the Appendix, Appendix B.
4.4.2 Definitions
The definitions in scenario discovery tend to be somewhat different than in other
fields of research. It is important not to confuse the definitions we use here with
definitions used in other contexts.
Scenario
A scenario is viewed as a situation given to the planner which is beyond the planner’s
control, or a certain manifestation of uncertainty. In our case, a scenario is a vector
of 5 values of uncertainty, as we have defined the space of uncertainty.
Strategy
A strategy is a set of policies or manifestation of policies that we wish to evaluate. In
our case, the strategies have been defined as sets of available modes of transportation
and availability under different circumstances.
Future
A future is a combination of a scenario and a strategy. For each scenario sampled,
all strategies are simulated in SimMobility.
Output of Interest
An output of interest is one of the results of our simulations, upon which we will apply
the PRIM algorithm. In this project, the outputs of interest are ABA and energy.
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Regret
Regret is the difference in value of an output of interest between a strategy we are
evaluating and the best-performing strategy in that scenario. Regret is always a
positive number. If we are aiming to minimize, then the best-performing strategy has
the minimum value, and vice versa. The regret of the best-performing strategy is, by
definition, zero. Different strategies can be best-performing in different scenarios.
The reason we use the concept of regret, rather than simply direct output measure, is
because the outcome of all strategies is highly dependent on the scenarios themselves.
We are asking in what conditions (scenarios) does a strategy being evaluated perform
substantially worse than the best-performing strategy, regardless of what the best-
performing strategy is. In other words, We wish to evaluate regions where a strategy
performs relatively poorly, not absolutely poorly.
Success
Success is a binary indication of whether the regret of an output of interest by a
certain strategy is above a certain threshold (failure) or below a certain threshold
(success).
Coverage
Coverage, as previously described, is defined as the ratio between the number of failed
points in a given subspace and the number of failed points overall.
𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =
∑︀
𝑥𝑖∈𝐵 𝑦
′
𝑖∑︀
𝑥𝑖∈𝑥𝐼 𝑦
′
𝑖
(4.6)
Where:
𝑥𝑖 regret at point 𝑖
𝐵 the subspace (or box) of points being evaluated
𝑥𝐼 The entire space of points
𝑦′𝑖 1 if regret is above a certain threshold and 0 if otherwise
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The coverage of the entire space is 1, by definition, since it contains all failed
points.
Density
Density is defined as the ratio between the number of failed points in a subspace and
the number of points in the subspace.
𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
∑︀
𝑥𝑖∈𝐵 𝑦
′
𝑖∑︀
𝑥𝑖∈𝐵 1
(4.7)
The density of the entire space is the share of failed point in the entire space out
of all points. There is an inherent trade-off between density and coverage. As we seek
to find subspaces with higher densities of failed points, we omit failed points that are
left outside of the subspace. Hence coverage goes down as density goes up.
Mass
Mass is simply the share of number of points in the sub-space examined out of the
whole space.
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 =
∑︀
𝑥𝑖∈𝐵 1∑︀
𝑥𝑖∈𝑥𝐼 1
(4.8)
4.4.3 Patient Rule Induction Method
The patient rule induction method, or PRIM, is a method for identifying subspaces
of interest within a hyperspace. The method works as follows:
1. The hyper-space of points is given, with all points given a success or failure
outcome.
2. One dimension in the hyperspace is examined. The algorithm slices this dimen-
sion into slivers. Each sliver also contains points.
3. The algorithm starts iterating through the boundaries between slivers. In each
iteration, it groups all the slivers on one side of the boundary into a single group
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(subspace), and all the slivers on the other side into a single group (the other
subspace).
4. The density is computed for both subspaces (both sides of the boundary).
5. When the algorithm is finished transversing through the dimension, it looks back
and finds the subspace with the highest density. In other words, the algorithm
looks for the location in the dimension where there was the starkest contrast
in density between the two sides of the boundary.
6. At the selected boundary, subspace with the lower density is peeled away and
discarded.
7. The subspace with the higher density is kept, and has the algorithm applied to
it again, only on a dimension that has not yet been iterated through.
8. The algorithm is repeated until all dimensions have been iterated through.
The algorithm is called "patient", since it "patiently" scans through each dimension,
finding the boundary which produces the highest density on one side of it.
A few things to note:
∙ The result is highly dependent on the order in which the dimensions are iterated
through, i.e., the trajectory.
∙ The final subspace can be removed from the set, and the PRIM algorithm
applied again, in search for other subspaces of failure which might be in a
different region in the hyperspace.
∙ Any slicing where all the failures are concentrated on one side of the slice is
preferable, since it produces a narrative about that dimension of uncertainty.
∙ Any slicing where all success are concentrated on one side and all failures are
concentrated on the other side of the slice produces an even more compelling
narrative about the uncertainty.
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∙ Any first iteration slicing where all failures are concentrated on one side of
the slice produces particularly compelling narrative regarding that dimension
of uncertainty.
The implementation of the PRIM algorithm used an open-source, online Python-3
package, called prim. This python package was based off of the paper by Kwakkel
and Jaxa-Rozen [2016]. Certain python modifications were incorporated by our team,
most notably teh ability to choose upon which sub-space to continue iterating.
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4.5 Overall Structure
Figure 4-2 shows the structure of this scenario discovery project.
Figure 4-2: Diagram of the Scenario Discovery Process
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Chapter 5
Experiment Design
For the scenario discovery approach in this project, we have set up an experiment
comparing the performance of different transportation strategies under different con-
ditions of uncertainty. Our primary testing arena is called the Innovative Heavyweight
Testbed, known in short as Virtual City. In scenario discovery, a scenario is defined
as a set of uncertainties. A strategy is a set of policies put together. In this case, our
policy tools which we test against each other is primarily mode availability, and to a
lesser extent, on-demand fleet supply. Each scenario was run in SimMobility for each
of the six strategies. The pairing of a scenario with a strategy is known as a future.
In this chapter, we will describe what our primary testbed is, the definitions of
the modes, what the uncertainties are, which modes appear in which strategies, and
how the modes interact.
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5.1 Innovative Heavyweight Testbed
The Innovative Heavyweight Testbed was developed by the ITS Lab and its extension
in SMART as a miniaturized version of Singapore for simulation purposes. Since
SimMobility’s running time is monotonic to the number of individuals it is processing
in the network, it was necessary to create a testbed that would enable multiple runs
of SimMobility in a relatively short period of time.
The following map of Virtual City shows several key transportation elements: Roads,
railroads, bus stops, train stations, and TAZ (transportation analysis zone) bound-
aries. The TAZs are colored according to thy population density, with the darker
shades of blue indication more densely population areas.
Figure 5-1: Virtual City Map
Virtual City was born as subset of the Singapore population, where exactly 100,000
households were generated. From these 100,000 households, 351,518 individuals were
generated. These households and individuals emulated several aggregate attributes
of Singapore’s population, including: gender, age distribution, education level, em-
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ployment status, sectors of employment, income, vehicle ownership, driver’s license
possession, ethnicity, household size, residential status, and more. Virtual City can be
described as a highly economically developed city with medium population density.
Since its heavy rail system is so developed, public transportation has a high mode
share, ranging between 20% to %40 of all trips. Not many cities in the world of this
small size would be lucky enough to have a heavy rail line, let alone two. However,
the public transportation element plays a key role in this environment, considering
that several strategies are focused on how public transportation interacts with other
modes.
Attribute Value Units
Population 351,518
Number of Households 100,000
Area 99.389 [𝑘𝑚2]
Population Density 3,536.8 [𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛
𝑘𝑚2
]
Females 185,207
Males 166,311
Share Female 52.7 %
Share Male 47.3 %
Transportation Analysis Zones 24
Rail Lines 2
Bus Lines 7
Train Stations 8
Bus Stations 86
Table 5.1: Virtual City Key Attributes
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Zone Population Area [𝑘𝑚2] Population Density [𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛
𝑘𝑚2
]
1 1,149 1.70 675.9
2 438 1.66 263.9
3 28,995 1.45 19,996.6
4 10,498 0.94 11,156.2
5 4,006 1.06 3,779.2
6 6,480 1.94 3,340.2
7 18,220 1.42 12,831.0
8 11,115 1.29 8,616.3
9 20,747 1.18 17,582.2
10 25,744 1.34 19,211.9
11 21,876 0.91 24,066.0
12 18,530 1.84 10,070.7
13 13,708 1.87 7,330.5
14 5,580 4.94 1,129.6
15 25,224 3.91 6,451.2
16 29,185 6.99 4,175.3
17 9,935 11.60 856.5
18 680 6.57 103.5
19 7,824 10.70 731.2
20 3,687 10.20 361.5
21 23,416 9.98 2,346.3
22 608 6.56 92.7
23 26,402 5.39 4,898.3
24 37,471 3.52 10,645.2
Table 5.2: Virtual City Transportation Analysis Zones Statistics
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5.2 Modes of Transportation
For Virtual City, we have defined 17 modes of transportation. These modes will not
necessarily all appear in all strategies, but rather each strategy is defined by a set of
policies that involves which modes are available to the consumer and how they are
available.
1. Bus: public bus within a city. On the demand side an individual can choose the
mode bus, like all other public transportation modes, but on the supply side
it almost always involves a walking trip to and from PT. This means that for
each PT trip, two walking trips are also registered in the output.
2. Rail: Heavy rail line or other forms of mass transit. Virtual City has 2 heavy
rail lines. Auto-Sprawl has some lines that are either light rail or commuter
rail. These too qualify as mass transit.
3. Private bus: a bus provided by employers primarily to bring employees to and
from work.
4. Drive alone: An individual driving their own vehicle. Two conditions must be
met for this mode to be available - the individual must have a driver’s license
and an available car.
5. Car sharing 2: Two individuals with the same origin and destination TAZs
(transportation analysis zone) sharing the same vehicle. The operational cost
for this mode is half of that of driving alone, since it is assumed that two
people in the same vehicle split the cost equally. Before SimMobility begins
its supply mode, one half of the individuals who have selected this mode are
randomly selected to be converted into drivers. The other half are carried along
as passengers.
6. Car sharing 3: Same as car sharing 2, only with the costs are split 3 ways. One
third of individuals who have selected this mode become drivers.
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7. Motorcycle: this mode is similar to driving alone in that the condition to use
it is to have both an available motorcycle and a motorcycle license. On the
demand side of SimMobility, the operational cost for motorcycle is half of that
of car, and the parking costs are 65% of that of car. SimMobility does not allow
motorcycles to cut through traffic, hence expected travel time is the same as a
car.
8. Walk: An individual who walks from their origin to destination. Limited to
zones within 3 kilometers of walking.
9. Taxi: This is the contemporary taxi, albeit with declining usage as transporta-
tion networking companies become more prevalent (NYC-DOT [2018]).
10. MOD: Mobility on-demand, in reference to the transportation networking com-
panies (such as Uber, Lyft, and others). While the service is similar to taxi,
is offers a streamlined interface with the user, where the user orders a ride via
app, stating explicit origin and destination. On the demand side of SimMobility
this service is 40% cheaper than a regular taxi.
11. Rail-MOD: Combination of MOD with mass transit. This mode exists to ad-
dress the first-last mile problem, where people are reluctant to take transit due
to the distance they have to walk to and from the nearest station. The pricing
of this mode is individual per each of its elements, i.e., the consumer has to
pay for a short MOD trip to the nearest station, as well as the PT fare. By
definition, one end of the MOD trip (either origin or destination) must be tied
to a mass transit station.
12. MOD-Pool: Mobility on-demand in which more than one passenger can be
carried at a given time. This mode is equivalent to the various ride sharing
services provided today (such as Uber-Pool, Lyft Line, Via, and others). The
pricing for this mode is 30% less than for regular MOD.
13. Rail-MOD-Pool: Combination of MOD and mass transit. One end of the trip
must be tied to a mass transit station.
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14. AMOD: Automated Mobility On-Demand. This is MOD taken to the auto-
mated level, AKA robo-taxis. It is assumed that in a setting of high automa-
tion, costs for automated mobility will be lower, since a driver’s wage will no
longer be required (Litman [2018]). For this reason, the demand side of Sim-
Mobility has AMOD priced at one third the cost of MOD. While studies show
that automated mobility on demand can dramatically reduce the cost of mobil-
ity (Bosch et al. [2018]), these studies omit key parameters that may increase
transportation costs (Nunes et al. [2018]). Some believe it will take many years
before full automation in vehicles, in which no drivers nor tele-supervisors are
needed, is implemented.
15. Rail-AMOD: equivalent to Rail-MOD, only with automated vehicles.
16. AMOD-Pool: equivalent to MOD-Pool, only with automated vehicles.
17. Rail-AMOD-Pool: equivalent to Rail-MOD-Pool, only with automated vehicles.
Other prototype cities have additional modes, such at bicycle, and Park & Ride,
but these modes are beyond the scope of this project. Future versions of SimMobility
might allow for additional modes, such as bike-sharing.
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5.3 Uncertainty Factors
Scenario discovery in this project relies on 5 uncertainty factors. Each uncertainty
factor is defined at a set of discreet levels. The number of levels for each uncertainty
factor ranges from three to five. Each level of uncertainty is assigned a probability,
based on which that level of uncertainty will be sampled from. The sum of the
probabilities of all levels of uncertainty within each factor is 1.
1. User preference for smart mobility
2. Fuel price
3. Composition of the overall private vehicle powertrains
4. Private level of motorization
5. Population density
The following table shows the number of levels for each uncertainty factor.
Uncertainty Factor Number of Levels
MOD Preference 4
Fuel Price 5
Fleet Composition 4
Motorization 4
Population Density 3
Table 5.3: Uncertainty Levels
The potential space of uncertainty consists of a total of 960 points, which is the
product of the number of levels above.
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5.3.1 User Preference for Smart Mobility
User preference for smart mobility, also known as mobility on-demand preference
or MOD preference for short, is the underlying relative preference of individuals for
choosing MOD over other modes. This factor of uncertainty is based on the under-
lying assumption that users’ preferences are changing, and will continue to change,
as mobility on-demand becomes more widespread. We know that patronage of trans-
portation networking companies in the US is on the rise (NYC-DOT [2018]). As
transportation network companies (TNCs) expand their services in cities across the
world, it is reasonable to assume that consumers will become more accustomed to
using them, and consumer confidence in these services will likely increase as a result
(Roy [2017]).
The preference for MOD is manifested in the alternative-specific constant for the
mode of MOD and AMOD. The base level is defined to be identical to the alternative-
specific constant (ASC) of taxi. The reasoning behind this being that the service
provided by MOD is, in essence, identical to that of taxi. But of course, certain
attributes of MOD make the ease of use more appealing to the consumer over the
choice to use a taxi. These attributes do not relate to the travel time nor to the
travel cost, but to the user’s interface with the service. Most notably, people find
using TNCs easier than taxi due to ordering through an app and when payment is
automatically applied to their credit card. It is hard to know what will be the point
at which the ASC for MOD or for AMOD will stabilize. Hence the uncertainty. We
therefore have defined 4 points of uncertainty which are as follows:
Level Change inMOD Preference
Assigned
Probability
1. (base level) 0 0.25
2. 25% 0.25
3. 50% 0.25
4. 75% 0.25
Table 5.4: MOD Preference Levels
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The altered ASC for each level of MOD preference appears in the mode-related
demand models in SimMobility. These are tour-mode models for education and
for work (𝑡𝑚𝑒.𝑙𝑢𝑎 and 𝑡𝑚𝑤.𝑙𝑢𝑎, respectively), the tour-mode-destination models
for other, shop, and work (𝑡𝑚𝑑𝑜.𝑙𝑢𝑎, 𝑡𝑚𝑑𝑠.𝑙𝑢𝑎, and 𝑡𝑚𝑑𝑤.𝑙𝑢𝑎, respectively), the
intermediate-mode-destination model (𝑖𝑚𝑑.𝑙𝑢𝑎), and the sub-tour-mode-destination
mode (𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑑.𝑙𝑢𝑎). The new ASCs were computed by calculating the mode shares as
if only the ASCs played a role in determining the mode shares, i.e., where neither
travel time, travel cost, nor socio-economic attributes of the individual are taken into
account. The mode share of MOD is then increased by the desired level (25%, 50%,
or 75%), and the ASC of MOD is computed accordingly. The newly computed ASCs
for MOD and for AMOD are then re-written to their respective demand model files
(known for short as "lua files"). These lua files are then saved and stored in a folder
with a name depicting their MOD preference level.
To see how the lua files had the appropriate ASCs altered, see Appendix A.1.
5.3.2 Fuel Price
Fuel price is a simple and basic factor of uncertainty. It plays a key role in users’ travel
cost for all private and on-demand modes. For car, operational cost is computed in
SimMobility as a linear function of fuel price, with a coefficient assigned according to
the vehicle’s powertrain. Fuel price is measured in USD per liter
[︀
$
𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟
]︀
. The levels of
the price of fuel for Virtual City and for Auto-Sprawl are as follows:
Level Virtual City Auto-Sprawl AssignedProbability
1. 0.75 0.33 0.25
2. (base price) 1.50 0.67 0.3
3. 2.25 1.00 0.2
4. 3.00 1.33 0.15
5. 3.75 1.67 0.1
Table 5.5: Fuel Price Uncertainty Levels
The price of fuel is inputted into SimMobility into 2 ways:
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1. In the input file 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛.𝑥𝑚𝑙, there is a node called 𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒_𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙_𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡.
Within this node there is an item called 𝑔𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑒𝑟𝐿𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟, where fuel cost
is inputted. The reason this factor was put into 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛.𝑥𝑚𝑙 (as opposed
to 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑟𝑢𝑛_𝑀𝑖𝑑𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚.𝑥𝑚𝑙) is to leave potential for incorporating fuel price
into the SimMobility Short-Term model. SimMobility then uses this value to
compute the zone-to-zone expected operational cost for private vehicles. Sim-
Mobility then sends this value onto the lua files where mode choice is made.
2. The cost for the consumer for the on-demand modes (taxi, MOD, and AMOD)
appears in the demand model lua files. Here the cost for the on-demand modes
was determined when the models were calibrated with the base price. When
fuel price is changed the cost for the on-demand modes is changed linearly.
This makes the demand for on-demand modes more sensitive to changes in fuel
price than it should be. That withstanding, this is the simplest way for us to
implement the effect of fuel on the utility of the on-demand modes. To see how
the change in fuel price was implemented in the lua files, see Appendix A.1.2.
5.3.3 Private Vehicle Powertrain Fleet Composition
The private vehicle fleet powertrain composition is a key metric regarding energy
consumption. In SimMobility we have simplified the vehicle fleet by defining 3 types
of powertrains: Internal Combustion Engine Vehicle (ICEV), Hybrid-Electric Vehicle
(HEV), and Battery-Electric Vehicle (BEV). In the MITEI project as a whole five
vehicle powertrains have been defined, including the aforementioned three, as well
as Plug-in Hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV), and Fuel Cell Vehicle (FCV). For the
purpose of reducing the number of powertrains coded into SimMobility, the latter
two powertrain have been consolidated into HEV and BEV respectively. The private
vehicle powertrain composition is a vector of shares of the appearances of the three
powertrains within a city’s entire vehicle fleet. The sum of the shares is defined at
100%, assuming that all of the vehicles in the fleet fall into one of these categories.
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Hence we can define this uncertainty as:
𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = [𝑃𝐼𝐶𝐸𝑉 , 𝑃𝐻𝐸𝑉 , 𝑃𝐵𝐸𝑉 ]
Where:
𝑃𝐼𝐶𝐸𝑉 + 𝑃𝐻𝐸𝑉 + 𝑃𝐵𝐸𝑉 = 1
𝑃𝐼𝐶𝐸𝑉 , 𝑃𝐻𝐸𝑉 , 𝑃𝐵𝐸𝑉 >= 0
𝑃𝐼𝐶𝐸𝑉 share if ICEV in the private fleet
𝑃𝐻𝐸𝑉 share if HEV in the private fleet
𝑃𝐵𝐸𝑉 share if BEV in the private fleet
This factor of uncertainty could, in theory, be defined by 2 levels of uncertainty,
since the equation above allows for two degrees of freedom. However, we chose in
this analysis to view this uncertainty as one, as the shares of the powertrains are
not independent (Heywood et al. [2015]). The following vectors are the levels of
uncertainty for the fleet powertrain composition. These apply to all prototype cities.
They are ordered in a decreasing share of ICEV.
Shares Assigned
Level ICEV HEV BEV Probability
1. (base level) 95% 4% 1% 0.4
2. 75% 23% 2% 0.3
3. 50% 40% 10% 0.2
4. 25% 45% 30% 0.1
Table 5.6: Private Vehicle Powertrain Fleet composition Uncertainty Levels
The private vehicle fleet composition is implemented through the individual vehicle
table. For this experiment, a table of vehicles for each prototype city was created,
with an index matching that of the individuals’ indexes. This table represents a
"theoretical vehicle" that the individual may or may not possess. Even individuals
who do not drive are assigned a theoretical vehicle in this table. If the individual has
a driver’s license and an available vehicle, then the theoretical vehicle becomes their
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actual vehicle. If the individual cannot drive or has no availability, the theoretical
vehicle is ignored, and their utility for driving is discarded. The vehicle powertrain
plays a role both on the demand side and on the supply side of SimMobility. On the
demand side, the individual’s vehicle powertrain determines their utility for driving
and for car-sharing. The vehicle powertrain affects these utilities by determining
the operational cost. The more efficient a vehicle, the lower the operational cost,
and the higher the utility from using that mode. On the supply side, the vehicle
powertrain determines the vehicle’s energy consumption depending on its velocity
and acceleration at every given point along its journey, sampled at time points every
5 seconds. These sampled point are then integrated over the vehicle’s entire trip, and
are outputted into a row in the 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦_𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡.𝑐𝑠𝑣 file.
To see how tables were produced for different private vehicle powertrain fleet
compositions, see Appendix A.2.1.
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5.3.4 Level of Motorization
Level of motorization is defined as the ratio of the number of vehicles to the number of
people in a given region. While it is usually defined on the national level, this project
calls for metropolitan definitions of the level of motorization. Assuming that levels of
motorization in developed countries have begun to plateau (Ingram and Liu [1997]),
we are interested primarily in a world where the levels of motorization begin to drop
as the penetration of on-demand services increases. This is a reasonable uncertainly
factor because we might see a future where households will choose to own less vehicles
due to the high long-term cost of owning a vehicle.
Level Change inMotorization
Level of
Motorization
Assigned
Probability
1. -40% 0.0723 0.1
2. -20% 0.0964 0.3
3. (base level) 0 0.1205 0.5
4. +20% 0.1446 0.1
Table 5.7: Level of Motorization Uncertainty
We decided to look at 4 levels of motorization, where 2 levels reflect a decline
in motorization, 1 level reflects the status-quo and 1 level reflects an increase in
motorization.
To see how uncertainty in the level of motorization was generated, see Appendix A.2.2.
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5.3.5 Population Density
The population density is the uncertainty that measures how a network performs if
the population changes. While it is reasonable to assume that metropolitan areas
expand outward (many US metropolitan areas do), this uncertainty factor assumes
unified change across all regions in the greater city, primarily due to densification.
Level
Population
Density
Change
Virtual City
Population
Population
density
Assigned
Probability
1. -25% 263,625 2,652.5 0.2
2. (base level) 0 351,518 3,536.8 0.5
3. 25% 439,411 4,421.1 0.3
Table 5.8: Population Density Uncertainty Levels
The implementation of the changes in population density was done by sampling
of the household table. Households were sampled within groups of their size (number
of people in the household). When sampling this way, the expectancy of the popula-
tion change matches the desired change. In other words, if we randomly sample 25%
of households of each size, the expected change in the population (whether increas-
ing or decreasing) will by 25%. When population density is increased, the sampled
households are duplicated and the duplicates are given a new id and stored in a new
household table. When decreasing population density the sampled households are
omitted from a newly stored household table. All versions of the household table
are saved. Afterwards, a new corresponding individual table is created for each new
household table. A corresponding new vehicle table is also created.
For the method of creating additional population tables, see Appendix A.2.3.
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5.4 Strategies
In this scenario discovery approach we have defined six strategies to be tested against
each other.
1. Base Strategy
2. AMOD Introduction
3. Public Transportation Enhancement
4. Public Transportation Compliment: AMOD as complimentary service to PT
5. No Public Transportation
6. Central Business District Private Vehicle Restriction
5.4.1 Base Strategy
The base strategy, or the “do nothing” strategy, is meant to describe the state of
current cities. All private modes are available - car, car sharing 2 and 3, and motor-
cycle. All public transportation modes are available. Taxi is available, along with all
forms of smart mobility - MOD, Rail-MOD, MOD-Pool, and Rail-MOD-Pool. In this
strategy there are 5,000 on-demand vehicles.
5.4.2 AMOD Deployment
The strategy where automated mobility on-demand is deployed is simply a replace-
ment of MOD and Taxi with AMOD. Since AMOD is in inherently cheaper than
the modes it replaced, it is assumed that demand for it will be higher. Hence the
on-demand fleet is 7,500 vehicles for this strategy.
5.4.3 Public Transportation Enhancement
The PT enhancement strategy is where instead of enhancing automation, policy is to
improve the service provided by public transportation. Frequency is doubled across
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all bus and rail lines. Expected waiting time is halved. In prototype cities such as
Auto-Sprawl, this strategy will also include implementation of an additional mass
transit line. Similarly to the base strategy, this strategy calls for an on-demand fleet
of 5,000 vehicles.
5.4.4 Public Transportation Complement
In this strategy AMOD is used as a tool to promote the usage of public transportation.
This is one of two strategies that require heavy regulation by the authorities for its im-
plementation, since AMOD trips that are not either to or from a mass transit station
becomes outlawed. Essentially, policy makers use Rail-AMOD and Rail-AMOD-Pool
to boost demand for PT. While all forms of MOD have been converted to AMOD,
taxis are still allowed to exit. The on-demand fleet consists of 7,500 vehicles.
5.4.5 No Public Transportation
This strategy represents a setting with a high degree of automation. Automated
vehicles not only overtake taxis and MOD, but they also force all forms of public
transportation out of existence (Marketing [2016]). Which is why this strategy calls
for the least number of modes of all: the 4 private modes, walking, AMOD, and
AMOD-Pool, for a total of 7 modes. Since this policy requires a large AMOD fleet
to serve all former PT trips, an on-demand fleet of 10,000 vehicles is allocated.
5.4.6 Central Business District Private Vehicle Restriction
CBD Restriction for short. This strategy can be viewed as an intermediate phase for
when AMOD is introduced. The AMOD modes are allowed to operate only within a
city’s central business district (CBD). The CBD consists of several high-density and
high-employment TAZs. We assume that the necessary infrastructure and communi-
cation improvement for receiving AMOD will be made starting within the CBD. Only
public transportation and walking is allowed in and out of the CBD. All other modes
will be banned from entering the CBD. These modes will continue to be allowed out-
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side the CBD. This is the second strategy requires regulation for its implementation.
The following table summarizes mode availability for each strategy:
Mode Base AMOD
PT
Enhanc-
ement
PT
Complement
No
PT
CBD
Restriction
Bus
Rail
Private Bus 1
Drive Alone 1
Car Sharing 2 1
Car Sharing 3 1
Motorcycle 1
Walk
Taxi 1
MOD 1
Rail-MOD 1
MOD-Pool 1
Rail-MOD-
Pool
AMOD 2
Rail-AMOD 2
AMOD-Pool 2
Rail-AMOD-
Pool
2
Table 5.9: Strategy Mode Availability
1: Only outside the CBD
2: Only within the CDB
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Chapter 6
Output Validation
In this section we examine the key outputs of SimMobility, energy and ABA, for val-
idation purposes. We also run SimMobility multiple times under the same conditions
to determine the variation in the output. The validation was conducted under the
conditions of the base scenario and the base strategy.
6.1 Energy Validation
In this section we examine the energy consumption output of the conditions of the
base and base scenario. Since this project was the first to incorporate an energy
consumption model in an open source version of SimMobility, it was necessary to
evaluate and validate these models. We will look at the distribution of energy con-
sumed in kilo-Watt-hours (kWh) per vehicle-km by type of vehicle, as well as the
mean and median of these values. We will compare the result to the expected value.
The following histograms are of vehicle trips, i.e., not of individual trips. Trips with
different vehicle occupancy rates will have different vehicle weights, and the energy
consumption rate will change accordingly. Lower values of kWh per km indicate more
efficient trips.
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6.1.1 Internal-Combustion Engine Vehicles
The following histogram shows energy efficiency for trips made by internal-combustion-
engine vehicles (ICEV). The expected mean kWh per km is 11
[︀
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒
]︀
(GreenNav)
multiplied by 0.98
[︀
𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒
𝑘𝑚
]︀
, or 1.078
[︀
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑘𝑚
]︀
.
Figure 6-1: Energy Consumption Histogram for ICEV Trips
We see that the median efficiency (1.112
[︀
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑘𝑚
]︀
) is very close to the expected
mean efficiency (1.078
[︀
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑘𝑚
]︀
), with the actual mean being higher (1.542
[︀
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑘𝑚
]︀
). It
is possible that the expected mean takes into account a higher share of highway
driving, which is more efficient than city driving. Since Virtual City does not have
much highway and most driving is under moderately congested conditions, the higher
mean indicates several trips carried out in congestion. We also observe two "humps"
in the distribution, on both sides of the mean. This implies that there are trips made
under different conditions - high efficiency trips (left hump) and low efficiency trips
(right hump).
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6.1.2 Hybrid-Electric Vehicles
The following histogram shows energy efficiency for trips made by hybrid-electric
vehicles (HEV). The expected mean kWh per km is 11
[︀
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒
]︀
(GreenNav) multiplied
by 0.05
[︀
𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒
𝑘𝑚
]︀
(Database), or 0.55
[︀
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑘𝑚
]︀
.
Figure 6-2: Energy Consumption Histogram for HEV Trips
We see that in this case, the expected mean (0.55
[︀
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑘𝑚
]︀
) fell right between the ac-
tual median (0.5025
[︀
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑘𝑚
]︀
) and mean (0.6851
[︀
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑘𝑚
]︀
), and closer to the median. This
is to be expected. Again we observe the “bi-hump” phenomenon in the distribution,
with one “hump” is where the mean is located, and the other just below the median.
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6.1.3 Battery-Electric Vehicles
The following histogram shows energy efficiency for trips made by battery-electric
vehicles (BEV). The expected mean efficiency is 0.212
[︀
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑘𝑚
]︀
, based on the Nissan
Leaf, the most widely sold BEV in the world (Wikipedia).
Figure 6-3: Energy Consumption Histogram for BEV Trips
Again, the expected mean efficiency (0.212
[︀
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑘𝑚
]︀
) falls right between the actual
median (0.177
[︀
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑘𝑚
]︀
) and the actual mean (0.264
[︀
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑘𝑚
]︀
). Here, the “bi-hump” phe-
nomenon in the distribution is even more pronounced.
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6.1.4 On-Demand vehicles
The following histogram shows energy efficiency for trips made by on-demand vehicles.
Since these vehicles are also BEV, their expected mean efficiency is 0.212
[︀
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑘𝑚
]︀
.
Figure 6-4: Energy Consumption Histogram for On-Demand Trips
Here we see a very elegant distribution of energy efficiency, which appears to be
not far from a normal distribution. Both mean and median efficiencies (0.130
[︀
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑘𝑚
]︀
and 0.138
[︀
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑘𝑚
]︀
, respectively) were below the expected mean. This could be due to
a high level of cruising by the on-demand vehicles. This distribution resembles the
left hump of the previous histogram, the BEV histogram. This implies that there is
similarity between the behavior of privately-owned BEV and on-demand BEV.
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6.1.5 Bus
The following histogram shows energy efficiency for bus trips.
Figure 6-5: Energy Consumption Histogram for Bus Trips
Here we see that the mean and median are very close to each other, and that
the shape of the distribution also resembles, somewhat, a normal distribution. One
possible explanation for the various “spikes” along the sides of the distribution is
different levels of efficiency for different bus routes, depending on the congestion
along the route.
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6.1.6 Train
The last energy efficiency histogram is for train.
Figure 6-6: Energy Consumption Histogram for Train Trips
This histogram is clearly an anomaly among all modes of transportation with
energy records, since it is broken down into segments. More specifically, we see 4
distinct segments, with the median (90.48
[︀
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑘𝑚
]︀
) falling on the boundary of one of
these segments, and the mean (73.65
[︀
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑘𝑚
]︀
) not falling on any one of the segments.
This is also the only histogram where the median is greater than the mean. It is also
the only histogram broken up into segments, with 4 distinct peaks.
So the question arises: Why 4 segments? The answer may lie in the rail network of
Virtual City itself: There are 2 rail lines, each with 2 directions.
Let us analyze the train energy efficiency by line, in Figure 6-7.
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Figure 6-7: Energy Consumption Histogram by Train Line
(a) Train Line NS_1 (b) Train Line NS_2
(c) Train Line SC_1 (d) Train Line SC_2
Indeed, the splitting of train energy efficiency histogram into histograms by line
has produced a clearer picture. Each line now has a distinct peak in distribution, and
a tighter spread than the spread of the histogram of all lines put together. All lines
also have a median efficiency value which is lower than the mean, as is the case with
all other modes.
As we see in the map of Virtual City, Figure 5-1, there are 2 train lines: one running
north to south (“NS” line), and one running in a half-circle (“SC” line). The directions
of both lines are indicated with “1” and “2”. The stations on the north-south line are
closer to each other than on the half-circle line. The proximity of the stations requires
more frequent acceleration and deceleration, which means less efficient travel. This
is why the “SC” line is almost twice as efficient as the “NS” line.
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6.2 ABA Validation
In this section we will evaluate the method we used for computing ABA, based on
the results. We will start by looking at the Daily Pattern Binary (DPB) values,
a precursor to ABA. We will do this by comparing the strategies under the base
scenario. We can see the histogram of DPB by strategy in Figure 6-8.
In these histograms we see that the median DPB values are very close to one-
another. Moreover, to the naked eye, they appear to be almost identical. However,
there are slight differences between the strategies. To see these differences, we must
look at a histogram of the differences in DPB between strategies, as shown in Figure 6-
9.
In these histograms we see that the change in DPB is concentrated, in most cases,
around 0. We see an expected increase in DPB for the PT Enhancement and AMOD
Deployment strategies. We also see an expected split between individuals who gain
and individuals who lose from both PT Complement and CBD Restriction. The No
PT strategy, as expected, produces substantially more individuals who lose than who
gain from this implementation.
By and large, the shifts in DPB are small, and the distribution maintains a single
order of magnitude.
After analyzing the changes in DPB, we wish to analyze the changes in ABA,
which is our desired output of interest. We see the histogram of ABA in minutes by
strategy in Figure 6-10.
The first thing to notice in Figure 6-10 is that the histogram is a logarithmic
histogram. This means that each bin contains a range slightly greater than the
range of the preceding bin. The reason a logarithmic plot was chosen is due to
the fact that the variance of ABA is so high, that its values span across multiple
orders of magnitude. Without the logarithmic scale, the distribution of ABA would
appear extremely skewed towards 0, since the low values would pile up on top of
each other, and the high values would get so disbursed they would become practically
Unnoticeable.
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Figure 6-8: DPB Histogram by Strategy
(a) Base Strategy (b) AMOD Deployment
(c) PT Enhancement (d) PT Complement
(e) No PT (f) CBD Restriction
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Figure 6-9: Histogram of Change in DPB from Base Strategy to given strategy
(a) AMOD Deployment (b) PT Enhancement
(c) PT Complement (d) No PT
(e) CBD Restriction
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Figure 6-10: ABA Histogram by Strategy
(a) Base Strategy (b) AMOD Deployment
(c) PT Enhancement (d) PT Complement
(e) No PT (f) CBD Restriction
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A typical (linear) histogram would also need to be truncated at point excluding
a very large number of values. Hence the logarithmic scale succeeds in doing justice
to both the low and high ends of the distribution. And while the median ABA value
appears in the logical center of the distribution, the mean ABA value appears in an
unintuitive place: towards the high end of the distribution. Of course this makes
sense, given the fact that quite a few values are still several orders of magnitude
greater than the mean.
The histogram in Figure 6-11 shows the relative change in ABA by strategy,
compared to the base strategy. The ABA value of the base strategy is used for the
denominator in the relative change metric.
Unsurprisingly, for most strategies we see that the majority of individuals are
bunched near 0. In the AMOD Deployment and PT Enhancement strategies there is
a sizable share of individuals who gained 25% or more in their ABA. In the No PT
and in the PT Complement cases there are many individuals who lose a sizable share
of their utility, if not almost all of it. We also see in the CBD restriction case a few
individuals at the bottom of the distribution who lose most of the accessibility value.
For Daily Pattern Binary (DPB) we observed a distribution that existed in a
well-defined spectrum, along a single order of magnitude. For ABA, we observe a
distribution ranging across no fewer than 8 orders of magnitude. To make matters
more complicated, DPB is precursor to ABA, and ABA is supposed to be a translation
of the utility represented in DPB into the physical world.
This extreme distribution of ABA is a result, primarily, of how SimMobility de-
termines mode availabilities. When DPB-Walk, one of the elements in ABA, is com-
puted, almost 40% of the population in Virtual City receives a value of 0. This is
because SimMobility determines that these individuals have no available TAZ within
walking distance. But that, of course, is problematic, given that the TAZ in which
the individual lives is also excluded from the choice set.
The logical conclusion from this extreme distribution of ABA is to re-evaluate
the method for computing ABA, as well as to re-assess the logic in SimMobility for
determining zone and mode availability in the individual’s choice set.
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Figure 6-11: Relative Change in ABA by Strategy Compared to the Base Strategy
(a) AMOD Deployment (b) PT Enhancement
(c) PT Complement (d) No PT
(e) CBD Restriction
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6.3 Variability Test
In addition to validating the energy and ABA outputs of SimMobility, we also wish
to understand the variability of the output in SimMobility’s within-day model. As
mentioned in Section 4.1.3, the departure time of all trips is stochastic. It is sampled
from a uniform distribution within a half-hour time slot, i.e., the person can leave
for their trip anytime within the half-hour assigned. This means that within-day
simulations are unreconstructable, even if they start with the same Daily Activity
Schedule (DAS). For this reason, we ran 10 simulations under identical conditions
and analyzed the variability in the results. Table 6.1 shows the mean result of several
key performance measures, the standard deviation of the results, and the coefficient
of variation (the ratio between the standard deviation and the mean).
Performance Measure Mean StandardDeviation
Coefficient of
Variation
Demand Trips 813,295 0 0
Supply Trips 774,159 12 0.002%
Travel Time
(from 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝_𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑠.𝑐𝑠𝑣) 4,062,470 72,554.5 1.786%
Travel Time
(from 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒.𝑐𝑠𝑣) 8,400,879 66,521.7 0.792%
Waiting Time
(from 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒.𝑐𝑠𝑣) 2,625,068 82,338.2 3.137%
Activity Time
(from 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒.𝑐𝑠𝑣) 156,864,102 38,729.8 0.025%
Average Travel Time 10.852 0.0846 0.779%
Average Waiting time 3.391 0.1063 3.135%
Private Vehicle VKT 610,734 14,116 2.311%
On-Demand VKT 1,500,113 59,983 3.999%
Bus VKT 161,758 397.3 0.246%
Train VKT 8,183 0 0
Train Operating Hours 201.9 1.524 0.755%
ICEV kWh 1,247,334 17,228 1.381%
HEV kWh 24,453 303 1.238%
BEV kWh 2,303 21.44 0.931%
On-Demand kWh 165,651 6,229 3.760%
Bus kWh 801,897 4,656 0.581%
Train kWh 531,057 439 0.083%
Table 6.1: Variability of Performance Measures from Within-Day Model
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We see from these results that, as expected, the number of demand trips in the
DAS remains the same. By manual inspection of the DASs of different runs we
see that they are identical to one another. There is also no variability in the VKT
performed by train, since the train has a fixed route and a fixed schedule.
The measures with the highest variability are on-demand VKT and on-demand
energy consumed. Both have a coefficient of variation of close to 4%. The on-
demand vehicles have an additional randomizing function, pertaining to "cruising".
When an on-demand vehicle is unoccupied and not en-route to a pickup, it starts
"cruising", or driving around to random nodes until a pickup is assigned to it. This
adds another layer of stochasticity upon the stochasticity of pickup request time.
Hence the variability of distance traveled and energy consumed by on-demand vehicles
is the greatest.
Waiting time also has a relatively high coefficient of variation, of over 3.1%. This
is relates largely to the location of the on-demand vehicles when pickup requests are
made. Waiting time is also affected by public transportation, of course, when the
arrival time of the passenger to the station, relative to the arrival of the next bus,
varies among simulations. But since departure time of the passenger is distributed
uniformly, waiting time for PT will not vary greatly.
It is important to note that a 4% coefficient of variation is quite low, indicating
that simulations are relatively consistent. And given that the coefficient of variation
of all other output metrics falls within less than 4%, with a few close to 0, it is
safe to assume that the simulations that are initiated under the same condition will
produce similar outcomes. This is important for the validity of our results and for
the application of SimMobility as a transportation simulator at large.
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Chapter 7
Results
7.1 Uncertainty Performance
In this section we shall review the effects of the different uncertainties on several key
outcomes. All uncertainties were evaluated at the base strategy, the "No AMOD"
strategy. When evaluating the elasticity of the key outputs with respect to one
uncertainty factor, all other uncertainties are held constant.
7.1.1 Elasticity
Let us define the performance measures to which we shall compute the elasticity of
all factors of uncertainty.
Performance Measures
The key performance measures we have defined are as follows:
∙ Number of Demand Trips: The number of trips produced on the demand side
of SimMobility, as they appear in the daily activity schedule. A trip, in this
context, is defined as a single journey from an origin to a destination, regardless
of how many transfers or changes of modes occurred along the way. The mode
of the trip is the primary motorized mode. For example, an individual who
walks from their origin to a bus stop, boards a bus, alights at a destination
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stop, and then walks to their destination, takes one trip, which is labeled as a
bus trip. Even Rail-MOD, which has two primary modes, is considered a single
trip. This is a measure we aim to maximize.
∙ Average Travel Time: The sum of all measured individual travel divided by the
number of supplied trips. This includes all instances where an individual is in
motion, including walking. We aim to minimize this measure.
∙ Average Waiting Time: The sum of all waiting time divided by the number of
supplied trips. All trips that are supplied are counted in the denominator, but
waiting time applies only to public transportation and on-demand modes. We
aim to minimize this measure.
∙ Private VKT: Total vehicle-kilometers traveled by private vehicles.
∙ On-Demand VKT: Total vehicle-kilometers traveled by on-demand vehicles.
∙ Bus VKT: Total vehicle-kilometers traveled by buses.
∙ Train VKT: Total vehicle-kilometers traveled by trains.
∙ Non-Public VKT: Total vehicle-kilometers traveled by private and on-demand
vehicles. We aim to minimize this measure.
∙ ICEV kWh: Total energy consumed, in kilo-Watt-hours, by internal-combustion
engine vehicles.
∙ HEV kWh: Total energy consumed by hybrid-electric engine vehicles.
∙ BEV kWh: Total energy consumed by battery-electric engine vehicles.
∙ On-Demand kWh: Total energy consumed by on-demand vehicles.
∙ Bus kWh: Total energy consumed by diesel-hybrid buses.
∙ Train kWh: Total energy consumed by electric trains.
∙ Petroleum-based kWh: Total energy consumed by ICEV, HEV, and bus.
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∙ Electric kWh: Total energy consumed by BEV, on-demand vehicles, and train.
∙ Total Energy Consumption: This is the total energy consumed by all motorized
modes in kilo-Watt-hours, regardless of the type of powertrain. We aim to
minimize this measure.
∙ Median ABA [minutes]: The median activity-based accessibility of the popula-
tion, in minutes, when calculated by adding one minute to travel time. Reflects
time savings for individuals as described in Section 4.2. We aim to maximize
this measure.
∙ Median ABA [SGD]: The median activity-based accessibility of the population,
when calculate by adding one dollar to travel cost.
∙ Average ABA [minutes]: The average activity-based accessibility of the popu-
lation, in minutes, when calculated by adding one minute to travel time.
∙ Average ABA [SGD]: The average activity-based accessibility of the population,
in minutes, when calculated by adding one dollar to travel cost.
The following tables show the elasticities of the key output performance measures
with respect to each of the five uncertainty factors. All elasticities are, by defini-
tion, unitless. for each elasticity, a standard error has been computed based on the
stochasticity tests, with a confidence interval of 95% established.
MOD Preference
We see in Table 7.1 that the number of trips is affected positively, albeit slightly,
by MOD preference. This is because higher MOD ASCs yield slightly higher logsum
values, which in turn increase the utility of making trips. Average travel time goes
down, largely due to mode shift from public transportation modes to MOD modes
(see Table 7.6). Average waiting time is one of two key outputs where change in MOD
preference had a meaningful impact. This is also due to MOD removing passengers
from public transportation. Total energy consumption increases, largely due to many
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Performance Measure Elasticity StandardError
Lower
Bound
Upper
Bound
Number of Demand Trips 0.00855 0.00000 0.00855 0.00855
Average Travel Time -0.05881 0.00714 -0.07280 -0.04481
Average Waiting Time -0.43909 0.02874 -0.49541 -0.38276
Private VKT 0.04306 0.02118 0.00154 0.08458
On-Demand VKT 0.39248 0.03666 0.32063 0.46432
Non-Public VKT 0.29647 0.02432 0.24880 0.34414
Train VKT 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Bus VKT 0.00188 0.00226 -0.00254 0.00630
ICEV kWh 0.03206 0.01266 0.00724 0.05687
HEV kWh 0.10117 0.01135 0.07892 0.12341
BEV kWh -0.04682 0.00853 -0.06355 -0.03010
On-Demand kWh 0.48834 0.03447 0.42079 0.55590
Bus kWh -0.03973 0.00533 -0.05017 -0.02929
Train kWh -0.02882 0.00076 -0.03031 -0.02733
Petroleum kWh 0.00530 0.00714 -0.00869 0.01929
Electric kWh 0.10533 0.00819 0.08928 0.12137
Total energy Consumption 0.03102 0.00636 0.01854 0.04349
Median ABA Time 0.02837 - - -
Median ABA Cost 0.63003 - - -
Average ABA Time 0.00690 - - -
Average ABA Cost 0.05426 - - -
Table 7.1: Elasticity of Performance Measure with respect to MOD Preference
more MOD trips being made, which also requires the on-demand vehicles to make
more trips between pick-ups and drop-offs. While the private VKT is slightly affected
by change in MOD preference, we see a substantial VKT effect on the on-demand
services. This contributes to an overall increase in VKT.
Fuel Price
As we see in Table 7.2, the number of trips made is affected negatively by increase in
fuel price. This makes sense since fuel price plays a significant role in determining the
cost of using private modes as well as the on-demand modes. We see a slight increase
in travel time due to mode shifts primarily from taxi to public transportation (see
Table 7.7). However, the shift towards public transportation affects waiting time
even more. The slightly positive elasticity of energy consumption of both private and
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Performance Measure Elasticity StandardError
Lower
Bound
Upper
Bound
Number of Demand Trips -0.00332 0.00000 -0.00332 -0.00332
Average Travel Time 0.05532 0.01169 0.03242 0.07822
Average Waiting Time 0.27273 0.04703 0.18056 0.36490
Private VKT 0.02690 0.03467 -0.04104 0.09485
On-Demand VKT 0.20655 0.05999 0.08898 0.32412
Non-Public VKT 0.15130 0.03980 0.07329 0.22930
Train VKT 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Bus VKT 0.00113 0.00369 -0.00611 0.00836
ICE kWh 0.05541 0.02072 0.01481 0.09601
HEV kWh 0.05206 0.01857 0.01566 0.08846
BEV kWh 0.05175 0.01397 0.02438 0.07912
On-Demand kWh 0.20286 0.05640 0.09231 0.31340
Bus kWh 0.02175 0.00872 0.00467 0.03883
Train kWh 0.02724 0.00125 0.02480 0.02968
Petroleum kWh 0.04218 0.01168 0.01929 0.06508
Electric kWh 0.06626 0.01340 0.04000 0.09251
Total energy Consumption 0.04821 0.01041 0.02780 0.06862
Median ABA Time -0.01849 - - -
Median ABA Cost 0.89843 - - -
Average ABA Time -0.00556 - - -
Average ABA Cost 0.10561 - - -
Table 7.2: Elasticity of Performance Measure with respect to Fuel Price
on-demand modes is more difficult to explain. We observe an increase in demand for
MOD-Pool, which in turn causes an increase in VKT. There has also been a shift
away from walking (Table 7.7), which is counter-intuitive. The median ABA value
has gone down, as expected, since the overall utilities for using all private modes and
all on-demand modes has gone down. Since there has been a mode shift from walking
to all other modes, we see increases in VKT for both private vehicles and for MOD.
It is important to note that all of the elasticities with respect to fuel price have
been extremely close to zero, meaning that fuel price had almost no impact whatso-
ever on these outcomes. This implies that the model is not sensitive enough to fuel
price. Further investigation and calibration are therefore required before the scenario
discovery process is applied to other prototype cities.
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ICEV Share
Performance Measure Elasticity StandardError
Lower
Bound
Upper
Bound
Number of Demand Trips -0.00209 0.00000 -0.00209 -0.00209
Average Travel Time 0.00159 0.00668 -0.01149 0.01468
Average Waiting Time 0.17012 0.02687 0.11745 0.22279
Private VKT -0.01461 0.01981 -0.05343 0.02422
On-Demand VKT -0.02815 0.03428 -0.09533 0.03904
Non-Public VKT -0.02417 0.02274 -0.06875 0.02041
Train VKT 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Bus VKT 0.00037 0.00211 -0.00377 0.00450
ICEV kWh 0.99719 0.01184 0.97398 1.02039
HEV kWh -1.43446 0.01061 -1.45526 -1.41366
BEV kWh -1.60175 0.00798 -1.61739 -1.58611
On-Demand kWh -0.03271 0.03223 -0.09588 0.03046
Bus kWh 0.01371 0.00498 0.00394 0.02347
Train kWh -0.00113 0.00071 -0.00252 0.00026
Petroleum kWh 0.33380 0.00668 0.32072 0.34689
Electric kWh -0.08504 0.00765 -0.10004 -0.07004
Total energy Consumption 0.20927 0.00595 0.19761 0.22094
Median ABA Time -0.00875 - - -
Median ABA Cost -0.10493 - - -
Average ABA Time -0.00298 - - -
Average ABA Cost -0.00656 - - -
Table 7.3: Elasticity of Performance Measure with respect to the Share of ICEV
We see that in Table 7.3, as the share of internal-combustion engine vehicles
increases, the overall number of trips increases very slightly. This is due in part to
the fact that we have defined the operational cost of electric vehicles and hybrids to
be lower than the operational cost for ICEV, so the demand for private vehicle travel
increases. We observe slight changes in average travel time for the same reason. The
positive effect on waiting time is harder to explain. Total energy consumption is the
only key output upon which the share of ICEV in the private fleet has a significant
impact. Here we see that every percentage increase of non-ICEV vehicles in the overall
fleet yields a decrease in the daily energy consumption of roughly 0.2%. Median AB
also increases slightly, since operational cost of non-ICE vehicles is defined as lower
than for ICEV. Increasing the share of ICEV in the fleet appears to slightly reduce
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private VKT. On-demand VKT has decreased as well, but demand for these modes
has risen (see ??).
Level of Motorization
Performance Measure Elasticity StandardError
Lower
Bound
Upper
Bound
Number of Demand Trips 0.00695 0.00000 0.00695 0.00695
Average Travel Time -0.14390 0.03506 -0.21261 -0.07519
Average Waiting Time 0.01252 0.14108 -0.26399 0.28902
Private VKT 0.83693 0.10400 0.63310 1.04076
On-Demand VKT -0.22197 0.17996 -0.57468 0.13074
Non-Public VKT 0.06634 0.11940 -0.16768 0.30036
Train VKT 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Bus VKT 0.00290 0.01107 -0.01879 0.02460
ICEV kWh 0.86535 0.06215 0.74354 0.98715
HEV kWh 0.88582 0.05571 0.77663 0.99501
BEV kWh 0.53478 0.04190 0.45266 0.61689
On-Demand kWh -0.25372 0.16920 -0.58535 0.07791
Bus kWh 0.05267 0.02615 0.00143 0.10392
Train kWh -0.01182 0.00374 -0.01914 -0.00450
Petroleum kWh 0.53261 0.03505 0.46392 0.60130
Electric kWh -0.06734 0.04019 -0.14611 0.01143
Total energy Consumption 0.37406 0.03124 0.31282 0.43530
Median ABA Time -0.04130 - - -
Median ABA Cost -0.56756 - - -
Average ABA Time -0.00920 - - -
Average ABA Cost -0.03365 - - -
Table 7.4: Elasticity of Performance Measure with respect to the Level of Motorization
This is the first of the uncertainty factors that has a significant impact on more
than one key performance measure. While the number of trips does not change
substantially, the average travel time and average waiting do. Average travel time
decreases since we have a substantial shift out of public transportation and into pri-
vate modes (see Table 7.9). Level of motorization also has an obvious impact on
energy consumption. More private vehicles on the road means substantially more
energy being consumed, both directly from the additional vehicles and by the addi-
tional congestion they cause. And while the impact this metric had on individual
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accessibility might appear moderate, level of motorization had the most significant
impact among all uncertainties. Level of motorization has clear impact on private
VKT. When motorization increases by 1%, private VKT increases by close to 1%.
This has a somewhat positive meaning: just because people buy more cars, doesn’t
mean they necessarily use them for their daily trips. And while private VKT in-
creased, on-demand VKT decreased dramatically, leaving the system as a whole with
a slightly positive VKT.
Population Density
Performance Measure Elasticity StandardError
Lower
Bound
Upper
Bound
Number of Demand Trips 1.00778 0.00000 1.00778 1.00778
Average Travel Time 0.21215 0.03506 0.14344 0.28086
Average Waiting Time 1.81596 0.14108 1.53946 2.09247
Private VKT 1.58582 0.10400 1.38199 1.78965
On-Demand VKT 1.10107 0.17996 0.74836 1.45378
Non-Public VKT 1.25075 0.11940 1.01673 1.48477
Train VKT 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Bus VKT 0.02439 0.01107 0.00269 0.04609
ICEV kWh 1.52492 0.06215 1.40312 1.64673
HEV kWh 1.54024 0.05571 1.43105 1.64943
BEV kWh 1.01235 0.04190 0.93023 1.09446
On-Demand kWh 1.23464 0.16920 0.90301 1.56628
Bus kWh 0.25830 0.02615 0.20706 0.30955
Train kWh 0.02555 0.00374 0.01823 0.03288
Petroleum kWh 1.07853 0.03505 1.00984 1.14722
Electric kWh 0.34132 0.04019 0.26256 0.42009
Total energy Consumption 0.90496 0.03124 0.84372 0.96620
Median ABA Time 5.72341 - - -
Median ABA Cost 4.08327 - - -
Average ABA Time 0.01679 - - -
Average ABA Cost 0.03937 - - -
Table 7.5: Elasticity of Performance Measure with respect to Population Density
The nature of this uncertainty factor is that we are going to observe a substantial
impact on the key performance measure, as indeed is the case. The number of trips
generated changes roughly linearly as the population grows, which is unsurprising.
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Average travel time increases, as congestion intensifies, and average waiting time
increases at a substantially higher rate than population growth, as the on-demand
services and public transportation become increasingly constrained. Median ABA
changes dramatically, but this output is difficult to explain. Both private and on-
demand VKT increase at rates greater than population growth.
7.1.2 Mode Shares
On-Demand Preference
Table 7.6 shows the changes in mode share between MOD preference at the base level
and after it increases by 75%.
Preference Level 0 Preference Level 75
Mode DemandTrips
Mode
Share [%]
Demand
Trips
Mode
Share [%]
Bus 163,756 20.13 157,142 19.23
Car 100,767 12.39 99,986 12.24
Car Sharing 2 29,305 3.60 29,163 3.57
Car Sharing 3 21,514 2.65 21,549 2.64
Motorcycle 3,257 0.40 3,279 0.40
Private Bus 69,916 8.60 68,428 8.37
Rail 167,273 20.57 158,010 19.34
Rail-MOD 21,996 2.70 20,312 2.49
MOD 31,039 3.82 55,374 6.78
MOD-Pool 16,411 2.02 24,482 3.00
Taxi 17,308 2.13 17,911 2.19
Walk 170,753 21.00 161,463 19.76
Total 813,295 100.00 817,099 100.00
Table 7.6: Change in Mode Share with respect to Change in MOD Preference
In this table we see that the increase in MOD preference has yielded a substantial
increase in demand for MOD and MOD-pool (as it should), of around 27,000 trips, or
over 3% of the total. This increase came primarily from public transportation (14,000
trips), and from walking (6,000). This shift has produced merely a 2,000 trip shift
from driving.
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Figure 7-1: Mode Shares with respect to Change in MOD Preference
Fuel Price
Table 7.7 shows the mode shares at the base fuel price (1.50$/liter) and at a 50%
decrease in fuel price (0.75$/liter).
Fuel Price 0.75 $
𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟
Fuel Price 1.50 $
𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟
Mode DemandTrips
Mode
Share [%]
Demand
Trips
Mode
Share [%]
Bus 161,210 19.78 163,756 20.13
Car 100,946 12.38 100,767 12.39
Car Sharing 2 30,509 3.74 29,305 3.60
Car Sharing 3 21,967 2.70 21,514 2.65
Motorcycle 3,243 0.40 3,257 0.40
Private Bus 69,266 8.50 69,916 8.60
Rail 162,916 19.99 167,273 20.57
Rail-MOD 21,596 2.65 21,996 2.70
MOD 34,383 4.22 31,039 3.82
MOD-Pool 9,891 1.21 16,411 2.02
Taxi 23,051 2.83 17,308 2.13
Walk 176,119 21.61 170,753 21.00
Total 815,097 100.00 813,295 100.00
Table 7.7: Mode Shares with respect to Change in Fuel Price
The increase in fuel price has produced some anomalies, most notably the shift in
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Figure 7-2: Mode Shares with respect to Change in Fuel Price
mode share from walking to MOD-Pool. The fact that taxi users have responded most
significantly to changes in fuel price makes sense: the demand models were structured
in a way that they get hit the hardest when fuel price increases. And while changes
in fuel price affect other private and on-demand modes as well, it is possible there is a
shift out of taxi and into these modes, thereby compensating for their losses. Bus and
rail, not surprisingly, have gained ridership from the increase in fuel price, since the
pricing for these modes is assumed to be fixed due to regulation, rather than market
pricing.
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Vehicle Fleet Powertrain Composition
Table 7.8 shows changes in mode share as a result of change in the share of internal-
combustion engine vehicles in the private vehicle fleet.
ICEV Share 25% ICEV Share 95%
Mode DemandTrips
Mode
Share [%]
Demand
Trips
Mode
Share [%]
Bus 163,156 20.01 163,756 20.13
Car 101,455 12.44 100,767 12.39
Car Sharing 2 30,589 3.75 29,305 3.60
Car Sharing 3 22,411 2.75 21,514 2.65
Motorcycle 3,280 0.40 3,257 0.40
Private Bus 69,382 8.51 69,916 8.60
Rail 165,939 20.35 167,273 20.57
Rail-MOD 22,038 2.70 21,996 2.70
MOD 32,782 4.02 31,039 3.82
MOD-Pool 17,885 2.19 16,411 2.02
Taxi 18,024 2.21 17,308 2.13
Walk 168,342 20.65 170,753 21.00
Total 815,283 100.00 813,295 100.00
Table 7.8: Mode Share with respect to Share of ICEV in the Fleet
Figure 7-3: Mode Shares with respect to Change in ICEV Share
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Since the pricing for private vehicles is based largely on the vehicle powertrain,
and since the more electric the powertrain, the lower the operational cost, it is not
surprising to see a slight decrease in car mode share at the lower ICE level. We also
see a slight shift into on-demand modes. That being said, a 70% shift in vehicle
powertrain composition of the fleet is an enormous shift, but it has not yielded any
consequential mode shift. And while this factor of uncertainty has impact on energy
consumption, it is fair to say that it will not cause substantial changes in behavior.
Level of Motorization
Table 7.9 shows the effect on mode share as a result of changes in the overall level of
motorization.
Level of Motorization 0.0964 Level of Motorization 0.1205
Mode DemandTrips
Mode
Share [%]
Demand
Trips
Mode
Share [%]
Bus 171,703 21.14 163,756 20.13
Car 84,126 10.36 100,767 12.39
Car Sharing 2 25,596 3.15 29,305 3.60
Car Sharing 3 20,086 2.47 21,514 2.65
Motorcycle 2,730 0.34 3,257 0.40
Private Bus 73,229 9.02 69,916 8.60
Rail 173,189 21.33 167,273 20.57
Rail-MOD 23,044 2.84 21,996 2.70
MOD 34,838 4.29 31,039 3.82
MOD-Pool 18,220 2.24 16,411 2.02
Taxi 18,787 2.31 17,308 2.13
Walk 166,492 20.50 170,753 21.00
Total 812,040 100.00 813,295 100.00
Table 7.9: Change in Mode Share with respect to Level of Motorization
It is clear that with greater motorization, the number of private trips increased
substantially, though at a lower rate than the increase in motorization. This means
that increased motorization does not necessarily entail more daily trips, but rather,
people might be using their vehicles for other purposes, such as weekend trips. The
increased private trips came primarily at the expense of public transportation (bus,
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Figure 7-4: Mode Shares with respect to Change in level of Motorization
rail, and private bus). On-demand mode shares have not changed much.
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Population Density
The final uncertainty is population density. Table 7.10 shows mode shares at different
levels of population density, or what happens under the circumstances with a larger
population.
Population Density 3,536.8 Population Density 4,421.1
Mode DemandTrips
Mode
Share [%]
Demand
Trips
Mode
Share [%]
Bus 163,756 20.13 203,723 20.00
Car 100,767 12.39 126,446 12.42
Car Sharing 2 29,305 3.60 38,260 3.76
Car Sharing 3 21,514 2.65 28,397 2.79
Motorcycle 3,257 0.40 3,981 0.39
Private Bus 69,916 8.60 86,621 8.51
Rail 167,273 20.57 206,182 20.25
Rail-MOD 21,996 2.70 26,856 2.64
MOD 31,039 3.82 42,740 4.20
MOD-Pool 16,411 2.02 23,044 2.26
Taxi 17,308 2.13 23,337 2.29
Walk 170,753 21.00 208,813 20.50
Total 813,295 100.00 1,018,400 100.00
Table 7.10: Change in Mode Share with respect to Population Density
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Figure 7-5: Mode Shares with respect to Change in Population Density
The first thing we observe is that mode shares have not changed substantially.
This is to say that increased population alone does not yield a shift into high-capacity
modes (such as rail), at least not in an urban environment with medium density.
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7.2 Strategy Performance
In this section we shall evaluate how the different strategies have performed in com-
parison each other on several key metrics. This comparison will incorporate the con-
ditions of the base scenario, i.e., with MOD Preference of 0, Fuel price of 1.50 $
𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟
,
an ICEV share of 95% of the fleet, and no change in motorization or in population.
7.2.1 Mode Shares
Mode Base
AMOD
Deplo-
yment
PT
Enhan-
cement
PT
Comp-
lement
No
PT
CBD
Restr-
iction
AMOD 0 53,767 0 0 285,864 20,490
AMOD-Pool 0 18,853 0 0 32,221 3,050
Bus 163,756 160,960 167,422 172,204 0 219,090
Drive 100,767 100,817 99,851 102,665 114,210 29,386
Car Sharing 2 29,305 30,009 29,140 31,854 108,411 11,434
Car Sharing 3 21,514 22,305 21,539 24,753 62,046 7,471
Motorcycle 3,257 3,251 3,255 3,209 3,232 836
MRT 167,273 159,873 170,410 174,061 0 212,005
Private Bus 69,916 68,364 67,643 73,223 0 26,696
Rail-AMOD 0 30,394 0 33,888 0 9,494
Rail-MOD 21,996 0 22,276 0 0 30,696
MOD 31,039 0 27,137 0 0 8,409
MOD-Pool 16,411 0 17,874 0 0 9,654
Taxi 17,308 0 17,014 14,700 0 5,301
Walk 170,753 166,621 167,539 178,528 190,660 157,046
Total 813,295 815,214 815,246 809,085 796,644 751,058
Table 7.11: Mode Share of Different Strategies under the Base Scenario
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Figure 7-6: Mode Shares by Strategy
7.2.2 Performance Measures
As in the elasticity section, the key performance measures we look at are the total
number of trips generated on the demand side of SimMobility, average trip travel time
(including walking), average trip waiting time, vehicle-kilometers travel by mode,
energy consumption by mode, and median and average ABA in both time and cost
terms. These shall be summarized in Table 7.12 and Table 7.13.
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Performance
Measure Base
AMOD
Deployment
PT
Enhancement
Standard
Error
Number of
Demand Trips 813,295 815,214 815,246 0
Average Travel
Time 10.77 10.98 11.58 0.08
Average Waiting
Time 3.60 3.24 1.66 0.11
Private VKT 608,774 671,072 635,148 14,116
On-Demand VKT 1,451,942 2,939,769 1,497,059 59,983
Non-Public VKT 2,060,716 3,610,841 2,132,207 56,007
Bus VKT 161,199 162,253 322,978 397
Train VKT 8,213 8,213 13,089 0
ICEV kWh 1,234,892 1,375,178 1,263,108 17,228
HEV kWh 24,301 27,347 24,573 303
BEV kWh 2,300 2,473 2,437 21
On-Demand kWh 160,673 325,354 165,350 6,229
Train kWh 530,813 531,809 906,292 439
Bus kWh 801,985 797,165 1,511,358 4,656
Petroleum-Based
kWh 2,061,178 2,199,690 2,799,039 16,150
Electric kWh 693,786 859,636 1,074,079 6,243
Total kWh 2,754,964 3,059,326 3,873,118 19,252
Median ABA
[𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠]
401.4 408.3 409.9 -
Median ABA [$] 241.6 279.4 280.0 -
Average ABA
[𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠]
58,204 58,423 58,424 -
Average ABA [$] 42,088 42,486 42,467 -
Table 7.12: Performance Measures by Strategy under the Base Scenario, Part 1
Strategy Performance Measure Analysis
We see from Table 7.12 and Table 7.13 that by these performance measures, no single
strategy dominates any other strategy outright. This makes the scenario discovery
approach that much more necessary. The CBD restriction strategy produces the
highest individual accessibility value because it has the largest number of available
modes (17, all modes). But at the same time it has the lowest number of trips, since
it imposes the most stringent mode restrictions.
The strategy with the lowest average travel time is “No public transportation”,
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Performance
Measure
PT
Complement No PT
CBD
Restriction
Standard
Error
Number of
Demand Trips 809,085 796,644 751,058 0
Average Travel
Time 11.25 7.18 14.32 0.08
Average Waiting
Time 2.43 59.46 7.53 0.11
Private VKT 656,688 2,395,867 241,935 14,116
On-Demand VKT 2,885,936 3,345,025 2,418,918 59,983
Non-Public VKT 3,542,624 5,740,892 2,660,853 56,007
Bus VKT 161,915 0 161,951 397
Rail VKT 8,213 0 8,213 0
ICEV kWh 1,323,182 2,441,801 453,896 17,228
HEV kWh 25,712 48,220 9,556 303
BEV kWh 2,590 2,795 809 21
On-Demand kWh 278,805 404,272 253,795 6,229
Train kWh 533,727 0 537,302 439
Bus kWh 784,261 0 838,479 4,656
Petroleum-Based
kWh 2,133,155 2,490,021 1,301,931 16,150
Electric kWh 815,122 407,067 791,906 6,243
Total kWh 2,948,277 2,897,088 2,093,837 19,252
Median ABA
[𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠]
385.8 333.0 411.9 -
Median ABA [$] 99.8 254.5 207.1 -
Average ABA
[𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠]
58,407 58,394 58,422 -
Average ABA [$] 19,948 42,485 41,063 -
Table 7.13: Performance Measures by Strategy under the Base Scenario, Part 2
but it also has the highest waiting time (by far), since the system hadn’t enough
capacity to supply all on-demand request. It is important to note in this context that
SimMobility gave priority to fulfilling pooling requests over non-pooling requests.
SimMobility does not have a mechanism in which people who request a ride-hailing
service can switch to ride-sharing if supply of ride hailing is too slow. If there was such
a demand adjustment mechanism, it is likely we would’ve seen individuals choosing
to ride-share instead of waiting for hours for their pre-assigned trip. Regardless,
it is clear that a much larger fleet of on-demand automated vehicles (more than
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Figure 7-7: Energy Consumption by Strategy and Mode
10,000) will be needed. The exact number of automated vehicles needed to replace
the public transportation services is unclear, but that is beyond the scope of this
project. Unsurprisingly, this strategy also performs particularly poorly when it comes
to both private and on-demand VKT.
The AMOD introduction strategy produces the most trips, partially due to the fact
that its median ABA value is particularly high (though not the highest). However,
the energy consumption and VKT (Figure 7-7) of this strategy are quite high as well.
Public transportation enhancement is the strategy with the highest energy con-
sumption, though it has the lowest overall travel waiting time.
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Figure 7-8: Average Travel Time and Waiting Time by Strategy
7.3 Clustering
In this section we shall run the PRIM algorithm for both petroleum-based energy
consumption and for median ABA time.
7.3.1 Energy
As mention previously, petroleum-based energy is a measure we wish to minimize.
Let us start by plotting the regrets by strategy in a box plot, as shown in Figure 7-
9. To understand this box plot, strategies which have more occurrences of regrets
concentrated at or around 0 are considered more successful. The greater the regret,
the worse the performance relative to the best-performing strategy.
We must now choose a threshold for a binary failure classification. To do this, we
must plot a histogram of the regrets at large, as shown in Figure 7-10
The median regret value for all strategies, as shown in the red line in Figure 7-10,
is 627,287 kWh.
Let us choose a failure threshold of 600,000 kWh, for the following reasons:
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Figure 7-9: Energy Regrets by Strategy
1. It is close to the global median regret.
2. It is close to the median regret of the base strategy, as seen in Figure 7-9.
3. It is a little less than both of the above, making success a little less probable.
4. 600,000 is a fairly round number.
Let us now run the PRIM algorithm for the base strategy, using 600,000 kWh as
the regret threshold for success.
In Figure 7-11 we see an elegant "efficiency" frontier depicting the trade-off be-
tween coverage and density. This is the trajectory of the iterative peeling of the space
by the PRIM algorithm. The points are indexed from 0 to 6. Point 0 (the first point)
has the maximum coverage, 1. Point 6, the last point, has a density of 1, though this
does not necessarily have to be the case. Let us summarize the attributes of each
iteration, as depicted in each point, in Table 7.14.
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Figure 7-10: Energy Regrets Histogram
Iteration Coverage Density Mass RestrictedDimensions
0 100.0% 54.0% 100.0% 0
1 100% 60.7% 89.0% 1
2 98.1% 72.6% 73.0% 2
3 94.4% 78.5% 65.0% 3
4 77.8% 89.4% 47.0% 3
5 51.9% 96.6% 29.0% 3
6 35.2% 100.0% 19.0% 4
Table 7.14: PRIM Iterations for Energy - Trajectory 1
Now we must choose a point representing a sub-space which we wish to remove.
Since point #3 on the plot appears to be a point of convexity (an elbow), let us
continue running the PRIM algorithm by removing this subset of points. The PRIM-
algorithm will be re-applied, only this time not taking into account the removed
sub-space, as shown in Figure 7-12.
Looking at line 0 in Table 7.14, we infer the following: There are 100 points in the
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Figure 7-11: PRIM Energy - Trajectory 1
space, and 54 of them are failures. We have chosen to remove sub-space #3, which
has 65 points, of which 78.5% * 65 = 51 points are failures. This means that the
remaining space has 3 failure points, out of 35 in total.
Let us summarize the point we see in this trajectory in Table 7.15.
Iteration Coverage Density Mass RestrictedDimensions
0 5.6% 8.6% 35.0% 0
1 5.6% 12.5% 24.0% 1
2 3.7% 25.0% 8.0% 2
Table 7.15: PRIM Iterations for Energy - Trajectory 2
Again, we must choose a point of convexity, and remove another sup-space. We
choose point #2. And we now run the PRIM algorithm again, this time excluding
this sub-space as well, as shown in Figure 7-13.
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Figure 7-12: PRIM Energy - Trajectory 2
In Table 7.15, we see that the chosen box to remove had 8 points, of which 25%
were failures, which means to points. This brings the overall failure count to 53, out
of a total of 54 failures.
Let us summarize the attributes of the trajectory in Table 7.16.
Iteration Coverage Density Mass RestrictedDimensions
0 1.9% 3.7% 27.0% 0
1 1.9% 6.2% 16.0% 1
2 1.9% 9.1% 11.0% 2
3 1.9% 16.7% 6.0% 2
Table 7.16: PRIM Iterations for Energy - Trajectory 3
Again, we must choose a point to run the PRIM algorithm for an additional time.
We choose point #3. However, this time, there are no more failure points left in the
space. This is because the one final failure point has been peeled away.
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Figure 7-13: PRIM Energy - Trajectory 3
Let us summarize the dimensions of the sub-spaces that have been removed in
Table 7.17. In this table we also introduce the term 𝑞𝑝 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒, which stands for
quasi-p-value of a sub-space. This term represents the significance of the subspace
boundary defined by its respective uncertainty factor. To obtain this value, we define
a box constrained on all the uncertainty factors except the one in question. A one-
sided binomial test is then conducted to determine if the density of this new box is
similar to that of the original box (Bryant and Lempert [2010]).
The boxes that wee see in Table 7.17 are the sub-spaces of failure. Fuel price
played no role whatsoever in pinpointing the failure of the base case. We also see
that in all three boxes, the lowest level of motorization, -40%, was removed. This
means that the base strategy fails in higher levels of motorization.
Box 1, the first and largest sub-space that was removed, was constrained to higher
population sizes and higher shares of ICE in the fleet. This makes sense, since as the
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Box 1 Box 2 Box 3
Uncertainty min max qp value min max qp value min max qp value
Population
Density 0 25 0.0136 0 25 0.2637 unconstrained
ICE Share 95 50 0.1796 unconstrained unconstrained
Level of
Motorization -20 20 0.0814 -20 20 0.2637 -20 20 0.3589
MOD
Preference unconstrained unconstrained 50 75 0.3211
Table 7.17: Sub-Spaces of Failure for Energy
share of ICE grows, petroleum-based energy consumption grows as well, and the same
for the population size.
Box 2 was constrained only in the higher populations, which, again, is a result
of greater energy consumption at these levels. The final box was constrained at
the higher levels of MOD preference, which is interesting, since this outcome is less
intuitive.
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7.3.2 ABA
Median ABA in minutes is a measure we aim to maximize. Figure 7-14 shows the
regrets of median ABA by strategy.
Figure 7-14: Median ABA Regrets by Strategy
We must now choose a value for failure. Let us plot a histogram of the ABA
regrets at large, to help us make our decision, as shown in Figure 7-15.
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Figure 7-15: Median ABA Regrets Histogram
In Figure 7-15 we see that the median regret is 8.3 minutes. Let us choose a
threshold of 8 minutes, for similar reasons as we did when we ran PRIM for energy:
1. 8 minutes is close to both global median and median for base strategy.
2. This threshold is slightly below the median, making success slightly less prob-
able.
3. There is a rounding effect when going from 8.3 to 8 minutes.
Let us now run the PRIM algorithm for median ABA, as shown in Figure 7-16.
The attributes of each point in the trajectory are summarized in Table 7.18.
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Figure 7-16: PRIM Iterations for ABA - Trajectory 1
Iteration Coverage Density Mass RestrictedDimensions
0 100.0% 35.0% 100.0% 0
1 100.0% 38.5% 91.0% 1
2 94.3% 44.0% 75.0% 2
3 82.9% 51.8% 56.0% 3
4 68.6% 63.2% 38.0% 3
5 42.9% 75.0% 20.0% 3
6 37.1% 81.2% 16.0% 3
7 34.3% 85.7% 14.0% 4
8 17.1% 100.0% 6.0% 4
Table 7.18: PRIM Iteration Attributes for ABA - Trajectory 1
In Table 7.18 we immediately see that the trade-off between coverage and density
occurs at an earlier point. Point #4 appears to be somewhat of a convex region.
The number of failure in this sub-space is 63.2% * 38 = 24 points. This means that
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this sub-space contains 24 failure point out of a total of 35 in the whole space. Let
us choose to continue iterating after remove the sub-space represented in point 4, as
shown in Figure 7-17.
Figure 7-17: PRIM Iterations for ABA
The attributes of each point in the trajectory are summarized in Table 7.19.
In Figure 7-17 we see that we have convexity at point #2. We choose to remove this
additional sub-space. The number of failure points in this subspace is 23.4%*47 = 11
points. This brings the total count of failure points to 35, and we are finished running
the PRIM algorithm fro median ABA.
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Iteration Coverage Density Mass Restricted Dimensions
0 31.4% 17.7% 62.0% 0
1 31.4% 20.8% 53.0% 1
2 31.4% 23.4% 47.0% 2
3 25.7% 28.1% 32.0% 3
4 25.7% 30.0% 30.0% 4
5 14.3% 41.7% 12.0% 4
6 14.3% 55.6% 9.0% 4
7 14.3% 100.0% 5.0% 4
Table 7.19: PRIM Iteration Attributes for ABA - Trajectory 2
Let us summarize the attributes of the two sub-spaces removed in Table 7.20.
Box 1 Box 2
Uncertainty min max qp value min max qp value
MOD Preference 50 75 0.0136 unconstrained
Population Density 0 25 0.2187 unconstrained
Fuel Price 1 4 0.3428 1 4 0.3106
Fleet unconstrained 95 50 0.3820
Table 7.20: Sub-Spaces of Failure for ABA
As we see from Table 7.20, the level of motorization uncertainty was completely
unconstrained. Vehicle ownership greatly affects overall accessibility, but it has no
particular benefit to the base strategy over the other strategies.
We also see that fuel price, in both constrained boxes, has been constrained to all
levels except the highest level this means that at high fuel prices, the base strategy
performs relatively better than other strategies.
The base strategy also fails more often at the higher preferences of AMOD. this
makes sense, since several of the other strategies tested, such as “AMOD Deploy-
ment”, “CBD Restriction”, and “No Public Transportation”, represented high level of
automated mobility on-demand penetration.
The constraining of the higher population levels is also particularly interesting. It
represents the success of the base strategy at lower population densities. This can be
extrapolated further to deduce that in even higher population densities, as will likely
be tested in further prototype cities, the “Do Nothing" strategy will fail to produce
the desired accessibility levels.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
The unique power of the scenario discovery method is in evaluating strategies under
conditions of high uncertainty. For example, in this case, the population density
had a huge effect on many of the outputs, most notably median ABA. And yet,
given that scenario discovery operates in the domain of regrets, the stark changes
in ABA with different levels of population density are not seen among strategies in
the same scenario. In other words, given that the change in population density had a
similar effect on all strategies, the comparison between among in the domain of regret
becomes possible.
This project was one of the first of its kind, by applying scenario discovery on the
results from an agent-based transportation simulator. This thesis can be viewed as a
framework for applying this method in the future.
8.1 Strategy Analysis
The base strategy, which simulates the current state, performed relatively weakly re-
garding both energy and ABA. Of 100 scenarios, it only had one instance of obtaining
0 regret in energy consumption, and no instances of such in ABA.
The AMOD Deployment strategy, where automated vehicles replace current forms
of on-demand mobility services, also performs particularly poorly in key metrics. It
does not produce a substantial improvement in ABA, nor a reduction in energy con-
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sumption. This implies that merely transitioning into an world where automated
vehicles replace conventional mobility on-demand will not yield substantial improve-
ments in personal accessibility nor in energy savings.
Another strategy with weak performance was the PT Complement strategy, where
AMOD is used only as a first-last mile solution for mass transit users. This strategy
did not prove to maximize ABA in any scenario, and performed well in minimizing
energy only in very few cases. Since this strategy would likely require heavy govern-
ment regulation for its implementation, it can hardly be considered a policy worth
pursuing given its feeble result.
For the No Public Transportation strategy, we see a strong dichotomy between the
energy performance of this strategy and its performance in terms of ABA. The acces-
sibility outputs of this strategy are much lower than most other strategies. Removing
public transportation will have serious consequences not only on its current users,
but will worsen congestion substantially. This leads to a deterioration in accessibility
values also for individuals who do not use public transportation. The energy savings
from the removal of public transportation might also be exaggerated, since the fleet
of on-demand vehicles used in this case did not suffice. this has in turn even more
severe consequences on travel time and congestion.
The strategy where public transportation was enhanced performed well in terms of
accessibility, but poorly regarding energy. the energy required to run twice as many
trains and buses is simply too high. That withstanding, it should be noted that
the implementation of this strategy in an environment like Virtual City is somewhat
unindicative - since Virtual City has excellent public transportation to begin with.
Hence the marginal accessibility gained from reducing waiting times isn’t substantial.
Looking at the regret plots of both ABA and energy, we see that the CBD restric-
tion strategy has the greatest number of runs with zero regret. We know this because
the median regret for this strategy is at 0, and no other strategy has a median regret
at 0. What’s even more striking is the fact that the CBD Restriction strategy had
a median regret of 0 for both ABA and energy. For a city like Virtual City, CBD
restriction of private vehicles would be the recommended strategy.
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8.2 Future Work
As we have shown, the distribution of the ABA values that individuals have received is
extremely large. This implies the need to scale ABA differently, possibly by dividing
by a uniform derivative for the whole population. Moreover, this extreme distribution
might warrant re-evaluating the logic of determining mode and zone availability in
SimMobility’s Preday models.
One of the shortcomings of the method we used for computing ABA is the fact
that we used a numerical derivative. In Appendix C, we provide a framework for a
computational method of analytical ABA. This method would be based on the exist-
ing SimMobility demand models, and would require additional additional feedbacks
from these models. However, the method would require less logsum computations,
since an additional logsum run is required for the numerical derivative estimation.
Reducing runs could result, potentially, in both computation time reduced and in
less labor required to run these computations. In other words, SimMobility would be
performing a larger share of, if not the entire ABA computation within preday-logsum
running mode.
The application of the scenarios discovery method for future prototype cities will
likely prove very useful. Borrowing adjustments that might need to be made in
SimMobility’s code, the scenario discovery approach has been tested and has proven
to work. The team within the Intelligent Transportation Systems Lab working on
the Mobility of the Future project is already in the process of modeling prototype
cities for the clusters of Auto Sprawl, Auto Innovative, Innovative Heavyweights, and
Metrobike Giants.
New and different strategies can be tested, as seem appropriate for different pro-
totype cities. These strategies may include: congestion pricing, additional infrastruc-
ture, additional bus lines, different strategies of operating the on-demand fleet, and
more.
SimMobility’s code is also likely to continue evolving in a such a way that modeling
the energy performance of a wider range of vehicle powertrains, incorporating more
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heterogeneity in the energy output.
Another performance measure we might interested in is operating costs for public
and on-demand modes of transportation. To obtain this measure we use the outputs
from SimMobility regarding total operating time and distance of these modes. The
following table details the estimated costs of the various modes of transportation by
type of cost:
Variable Bus Rail
Taxi
and
MOD
AMOD
Operating Cost per hour 52.72 199.88 7.25 5.00
Maintenance Cost per km 1.92 8.92 2.18 0.22
Fixed cost per vehicle per day 89.20 1,704.88
Table 8.1: Operating Costs of Public and On-demand Modes
With a cost estimate for the operation of non-private modes in the system, the
PRIM algorithm will also be able to be applied to this output as well.
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Appendix A
SimMobility Modifications
A.1 Modifying Lua Files For SimMobility
A.1.1 Modifying Alternative-Specific Constants
Modifying the MOD preference level is based solely on the mode shares derived from
the alternative-specific constants (ASC) of all modes. We modify the preference for
MOD and for AMOD by changing their ASCs. We apply a sort of miniature logit
model on the ASCs. Then we readjust the ASC of MOD to fit the new shared of
MOD we wish to create.
We calculate the share of MOD by doing the following:
𝑃𝑀𝑂𝐷,𝑜𝑙𝑑 =
𝑒𝐴𝑆𝐶𝑀𝑂𝐷,𝑜𝑙𝑑∑︀
𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑒
𝐴𝑆𝐶𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒
For the sake of mathematical simplicity, let us define a constant, 𝐾, where equaling
to the sum of the exponents of all other ASCs:
𝐾 =
∑︁
𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒 ̸=𝑀𝑂𝐷
𝑒𝐴𝑆𝐶𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒
Hence:
𝑃𝑀𝑂𝐷,𝑜𝑙𝑑 =
𝑒𝐴𝑆𝐶𝑀𝑂𝐷,𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝐾 + 𝑒𝐴𝑆𝐶𝑀𝑂𝐷,𝑜𝑙𝑑
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When we have a desired target share of MOD where 𝑃𝑀𝑂𝐷,𝑜𝑙𝑑 is increased by a factor
of 𝛼:
𝛼𝑃𝑀𝑂𝐷,𝑜𝑙𝑑 =
𝑒𝐴𝑆𝐶𝑀𝑂𝐷,𝑛𝑒𝑤
𝐾 + 𝑒𝐴𝑆𝐶𝑀𝑂𝐷,𝑛𝑒𝑤
When rearranging, we get:
𝑒𝐴𝑆𝐶𝑀𝑂𝐷,𝑛𝑒𝑤 =
𝐾𝛼𝑃𝑀𝑂𝐷,𝑜𝑙𝑑
1− 𝛼𝑃𝑀𝑂𝐷,𝑜𝑙𝑑
Hence:
𝐴𝑆𝐶𝑀𝑂𝐷,𝑛𝑒𝑤 = log
𝐾𝛼𝑃𝑀𝑂𝐷,𝑜𝑙𝑑
1− 𝛼𝑃𝑀𝑂𝐷,𝑜𝑙𝑑
We then replace the old ASC with the new calculated ASC for MOD. This variable
is in:
local beta_cons_MOD = ...
This is done for all tour-mode and tour-mode-destination lua files.
A.1.2 Modifying Operational Cost for On-Demand Modes
The variation in fuel price for private vehicle transportation (drive, car sharing 2+3,
motorcycle) is manifested in the C++ side of SimMobility. However, variation in fuel
price is not currently incorporated in the cost for taxi, MOD, or AMOD. We therefor
must alter these costs directly in the lua files.
First we must determine the base cost of fuel, by which the lua files were calibrated.
We assume that any change in fuel price leads to a linear change in MOD cost. This
assumption is problematic, since it doesn’t take into account the other costs affiliated
with operating the vehicle, be it driverless or not, nor maintenance, insurance nor
depreciation. This means, effectively, that the model is more sensitive to changes
in fuel price than it should be. This does, however, mean that as a variable of
uncertainty, fuel price has a tangible effect on the outcome of the model.
TM Files
In these files we change the cost of taxi and MOD by a factor of <k>.
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Before:
local cost_taxi = cost_taxi_1 + cost_taxi_2 + cost_increase
...
local cost_MOD = cost_MOD_1 + cost_MOD_2 + cost_increase
After:
local cost_taxi = (cost_taxi_1 + cost_taxi_2)*<k> + cost_increase
...
local cost_MOD = (cost_MOD_1 + cost_MOD_2)*<k> + cost_increase
TMD Files
Similar to the TM files, we change the cost of taxi and MOD by a factor of <k>.
Before:
local cost_taxi[i] = cost_taxi_1 + cost_taxi_2 + cost_increase
...
local cost_MOD[i] = cost_MOD_1 + cost_MOD_2 + cost_increase
After:
local cost_taxi[i] = (cost_taxi_1 + cost_taxi_2)*<k> + cost_increase
...
local cost_MOD[i] = (cost_MOD_1 + cost_MOD_2)*0.6*<k> + cost_increase
A.1.3 Lua Modification Script
The following script was used to create a library of lua files for unique scenarios and
strategies. The uncertainty factors which require lua modifications by this script are
MOD preference and fuel price. All six strategies are also modified by this script
since they require mode omission. The changes to travel time and travel cost inputs
for each mode, as used in ABA, are also modified in this script.
1 from os import path, chdir, getcwd, mkdir, remove
2 from shutil import copytree, rmtree
3 from fileinput import FileInput
4 from sys import exit
5 from numpy import sum, exp, log
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6 from pandas import Series, DataFrame
7
8 h = path.expanduser(’~’)
9
10 sms_preference_levels = [0, 25, 50, 75]
11 fuel_prices = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
12 mode_policy = [’all_modes’, ’no_pt’, ’no_sms’, ’pt_enhancement’, ’no_amod’
→˓ , ’amod_to_pt’]
13
14 tmd_files = [’tmdo’, ’tmds’, ’tmdw’, ’imd’, ’stmd’]
15 tm_files = [’tme’, ’tmw’]
16 tmd_aba_time = [’tt_bus[i] =’, ’tt_mrt[i] =’, ’tt_private_bus[i] =’, ’
→˓ tt_drive1[i] =’, ’tt_share2[i] =’, ’tt_share3[i] =’, ’tt_motor[i] =’
→˓ , ’tt_walk[i] =’, ’tt_taxi[i] =’, ’tt_SMS[i] =’, ’tt_Rail_SMS[i] =’]
17 tmd_modes = [’bus’, ’mrt’, ’private_bus’, ’drive1’, ’share2’, ’share3’, ’
→˓ motor’, ’taxi’, ’SMS’, ’Rail_SMS’, ’SMS_Pool’, ’Rail_SMS_Pool’, ’
→˓ AMOD’, ’Rail_AMOD’, ’AMOD_Pool’, ’Rail_AMOD_Pool’]
18 tm_aba_cost = [’bus’, ’mrt’, ’privatebus’, ’cardriver’, ’carpassenger’, ’
→˓ motor’, ’taxi’, ’SMS’, ’Rail_SMS’, ’SMS_Pool’, ’Rail_SMS_Pool’, ’
→˓ AMOD’, ’Rail_AMOD’, ’AMOD_Pool’, ’Rail_AMOD_Pool’]
19 pt_modes = [’bus’, ’mrt’, ’privatebus’, ’Rail_SMS’, ’Rail_SMS_Pool’, ’
→˓ Rail_AMOD’, ’Rail_AMOD_Pool’]
20
21 def aba_time():
22 for j in tmd_files:
23 for k in FileInput(j + ’.lua’, inplace=1):
24 if ’tt_’ in k and ’[i] =’ in k:
25 c = 0
26 for l in tmd_modes + [’walk’, ’bike’]:
27 if l in k:
28 c = 1
29 if ’--’ in k:
30 print k.replace(’--’, ’+ 1.0/60 -- Eytan added
→˓ 1.0/60,’),
31 else:
32 print k.replace(’\n’, ’ + 1.0/60 -- Eytan added
→˓ 1.0/60\n’),
33 break
34 if c == 0:
35 print k,
36 else:
37 print k,
38 for j in tm_files:
39 alist = [’bus’, ’mrt’, ’’]
40 for k in FileInput(j + ’.lua’, inplace=1):
41 if ’local tt_’ in k:
42 c = 0
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43 for i in pt_modes:
44 if ’local tt_%s_all’ %i in k:
45 c = 1
46 print ’\tlocal tt_%s_all = tt_%s_ivt + tt_%s_wait +
→˓ tt_%s_walk + 1.0/60 -- Eytan added 1.0/60\r\n\
→˓ t-- Shares of %s travel time\r\n\ttt_%s_ivt =
→˓ tt_%s_ivt * (1.0/(60 * tt_%s_all - 1.0) + 1)
→˓ -- Eytan\r\n\ttt_%s_wait = tt_%s_wait *
→˓ (1.0/(60 * tt_%s_all - 1.0) + 1) -- Eytan\r\n\
→˓ ttt_%s_walk = tt_%s_walk * (1.0/(60 * tt_%
→˓ s_all - 1.0) + 1) -- Eytan\r\n’ %(i, i, i, i,
→˓ i, i, i, i, i, i, i, i, i, i),
47 break
48 for l in [’cardriver’, ’carpassenger’, ’motor’, ’taxi’, ’SMS
→˓ ’, ’SMS_Pool’, ’AMOD’, ’AMOD_Pool’]:
49 if ’local tt_%s_all’ %l in k:
50 print k.replace(’\n’, ’ + 1.0/60 -- Eytan added
→˓ 1.0/60\n’),
51 c = 1
52 break
53 if ’local tt_walk’ in k or ’local tt_bike’ in k:
54 c = 1
55 print k.replace(’\n’, ’ + 1.0/60 -- Eytan added 1.0/60\n
→˓ ’),
56 if c == 0:
57 print k,
58 else:
59 print k,
60
61 def aba_cost():
62 for j in tmd_files:
63 for k in FileInput(j + ’.lua’, inplace=1):
64 if ’cost_’ in k and ’[i] =’ in k:
65 c = 0
66 for l in tmd_modes:
67 if ’cost_’ + l + ’[i] =’ in k:
68 c = 1
69 if ’--’ in k:
70 print k.replace(’--’, ’+ 1.0 -- Eytan added 1.0,’
→˓ ),
71 else:
72 print k.replace(’\n’, ’ + 1.0 -- Eytan added 1.0\
→˓ n’),
73 break
74 if c == 0:
75 print k,
76 else:
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77 print k,
78 for j in tm_files:
79 for k in FileInput(j + ’.lua’, inplace=1):
80 if ’local cost_’ in k:
81 c = 0
82 for l in tm_aba_cost:
83 if ’local cost_’ + l + ’ =’ in k:
84 c = 1
85 print k.replace(’\n’, ’ + 1.0 -- Eytan added 1.0\n’),
86 break
87 if c == 0:
88 print k,
89 else:
90 print k,
91
92 def omit_pt(): # no PT policy
93 for j in tmd_files:
94 c = 0
95 for k in FileInput(j + ’.lua’, inplace=1):
96 if c > 0:
97 print ’--’ + k,
98 c -= 1
99 elif ’local number_of_modes’ in k:
100 print k.replace(’17’, ’7’), # reduces the number of nodes to
→˓ 7
101 else:
102 print k,
103 if ’utility function for ’ in k:
104 for l in pt_modes + [’SMS’, ’SMS_Pool’, ’Taxi’, ’taxi’]:
105 if l in k:
106 c = 4 # next 4 rows will be commented out
107 break
108 for j in tm_files:
109 general_index = 0
110 for k in FileInput(j + ’.lua’, inplace=1):
111 if ’choice["car"]’ in k:
112 print k.replace(’{4,5,6,7}’, ’{1,2,3,4}’),
113 elif ’choice["other"]’ in k:
114 print k.replace(’{8,9,10,12,14,16}’, ’{5,6,7}’),
115 elif ’local number_of_modes’ in k:
116 print k.replace(’17’, ’7’)
117 elif ’local modes =’ in k:
118 print "local modes = {[’Car’] = 1, [’Car_Sharing_2’] = 2, [’
→˓ Car_Sharing_3’] = 3, [’Motorcycle’] = 4, [’Walk’] =
→˓ 5, [’AMOD’] = 6, [’AMOD_Pool’] = 7}\r\n",
119 elif ’utility[’ in k:
120 if ’utility[i]’ in k:
122
121 print k,
122 else:
123 index = int(k.split(’[’)[1].split(’]’)[0])
124 if index in [1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 17]:
125 print ’--’ + k, # comment out unused utility
→˓ functions
126 else:
127 general_index += 1
128 print k.replace(’utility[%i]’ %index, ’utility[%i]’ %
→˓ general_index),
129 elif ’choice["PT"]’ in k or ’scale["PT"]’ in k:
130 print ’--’ + k,
131 elif ’dbparams:getModeAvailability’ in k and (’Bus’ in k or ’
→˓ Rail’ in k or ’MRT’ in k or ’SMS’ in k or ’Taxi’ in k):
132 print ’--’ + k,
133 elif ’modes.AMOD_Pool’ in k:
134 print k.replace(’,’, ’’), # removes unnecessary comma
135 else:
136 print k,
137
138 def amod_to_pt(): # no SMS policy
139 for j in tmd_files:
140 c = 0
141 for k in FileInput(j + ’.lua’, inplace=1):
142 if c > 0:
143 print ’--’ + k,
144 c -= 1
145 elif ’local number_of_modes’ in k:
146 print k.replace(’17’, ’11’), # reduces the number of nodes
→˓ to 13
147 else:
148 print k,
149 if ’utility function for ’ in k:
150 if ’SMS’ in k:
151 c = 4 # next 4 rows will be commented out
152 elif ’Rail_AMOD’ in k:
153 pass
154 elif ’AMOD’ in k:
155 c = 4
156 else:
157 pass
158 for j in tm_files:
159 general_index = 0
160 for k in FileInput(j + ’.lua’, inplace=1):
161 #if ’local modes =’ in k:
162 # print k.replace("[’SMS’] = 10, [’Rail_SMS’] = 11, [’SMS_Pool
→˓ ’] = 12, [’Rail_SMS_Pool’] = 13, [’AMOD’] = 14, [’
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→˓ Rail_AMOD’] = 15, [’AMOD_Pool’] = 16, [’Rail_AMOD_Pool’]
→˓ = 17", "[’Rail_SMS’] = 10, [’Rail_SMS_Pool’] = 11")
163 if ’choice["PT"]’ in k:
164 print k.replace(’11,13,15,17’, ’10,11’),
165 elif ’choice["other"]’ in k:
166 print k.replace(’,10,12,14,16’, ’’),
167 elif ’local number_of_modes’ in k:
168 print k.replace(’17’, ’11’)
169 elif ’utility[’ in k:
170 if ’utility[i]’ in k:
171 print k,
172 else:
173 index = int(k.split(’[’)[1].split(’]’)[0])
174 if index in [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16]:
175 print ’--’ + k, # comment out unused utility
→˓ functions
176 else:
177 general_index += 1
178 print k.replace(’utility[%i]’ %index, ’utility[%i]’ %
→˓ general_index),
179 else:
180 print k,
181
182 def omit_sms_taxi(): # no SMS policy
183 for j in tmd_files:
184 c = 0
185 for k in FileInput(j + ’.lua’, inplace=1):
186 if c > 0:
187 print ’--’ + k,
188 c -= 1
189 elif ’local number_of_modes’ in k:
190 print k.replace(’17’, ’12’), # reduces the number of nodes
→˓ to 13
191 else:
192 print k,
193 if ’utility function for ’ in k and (’SMS’ in k or ’Taxi’ in
→˓ k or ’taxi’ in k):
194 c = 4 # next 4 rows will be commented out
195 for j in tm_files:
196 general_index = 0
197 for k in FileInput(j + ’.lua’, inplace=1):
198 if ’local modes =’ in k:
199 print k.replace(", [’Taxi’] = 9, [’SMS’] = 10, [’Rail_SMS’]
→˓ = 11, [’SMS_Pool’] = 12, [’Rail_SMS_Pool’] = 13", ’’)
→˓ .replace(’14’, ’9’).replace(’15’, ’10’).replace(’16’,
→˓ ’11’).replace(’17’, ’12’),
200 elif ’choice["PT"]’ in k:
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201 print k.replace(’11,13,15,17’, ’10,12’),
202 elif ’choice["other"]’ in k:
203 print k.replace(’10,12,14,16’, ’11’),
204 elif ’local number_of_modes’ in k:
205 print k.replace(’17’, ’12’)
206 elif ’utility[’ in k:
207 if ’utility[i]’ in k:
208 print k,
209 else:
210 index = int(k.split(’[’)[1].split(’]’)[0])
211 if index in [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]:
212 print ’--’ + k, # comment out unused utility
→˓ functions
213 else:
214 general_index += 1
215 print k.replace(’utility[%i]’ %index, ’utility[%i]’ %
→˓ general_index),
216 elif ’dbparams:getModeAvailability’ in k and (’SMS’ in k or ’
→˓ Taxi’ in k):
217 print ’--’ + k,
218 else:
219 print k,
220
221 def omit_amod(): # no SMS policy
222 for j in tmd_files:
223 c = 0
224 for k in FileInput(j + ’.lua’, inplace=1):
225 if c > 0:
226 print ’--’ + k,
227 c -= 1
228 elif ’local number_of_modes’ in k:
229 print k.replace(’17’, ’13’), # reduces the number of nodes
→˓ to 13
230 else:
231 print k,
232 for l in [’AMOD’, ’Rail_AMOD’, ’AMOD_Pool’, ’Rail_AMOD_Pool’
→˓ ]:
233 if ’utility function for ’ + l in k:
234 c = 4 # next 4 rows will be commented out
235 for j in tm_files:
236 for k in FileInput(j + ’.lua’, inplace=1):
237 if ’local modes =’ in k:
238 print k.replace(", [’AMOD’] = 14, [’Rail_AMOD’] = 15, [’
→˓ AMOD_Pool’] = 16, [’Rail_AMOD_Pool’] = 17", ’’),
239 elif ’choice["PT"]’ in k:
240 print k.replace(",15,17", ’ ’),
241 elif ’choice["other"]’ in k:
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242 print k.replace(",14,16", ’’),
243 elif ’local number_of_modes’ in k:
244 print k.replace(’17’, ’13’)
245 elif ’utility[’ in k:
246 if ’utility[i]’ in k:
247 print k,
248 else:
249 index = int(k.split(’[’)[1].split(’]’)[0])
250 if index > 13:
251 print ’--’ + k, # comment out unused utility
→˓ functions
252 else:
253 print k,
254 elif ’dbparams:getModeAvailability’ in k and ’AMOD’ in k:
255 print ’--’ + k,
256 elif ’modes.Rail_SMS_Pool’ in k:
257 print k.replace(’,’, ’’),
258 else:
259 print k,
260
261 def pt_enhancement():
262 for j in tmd_files:
263 for k in FileInput(j + ’.lua’, inplace=1):
264 if ’tt_public_out_first[i] =’ in k:
265 print k.replace(’)’, ’) /2’),
266 elif ’tt_public_out_second[i] =’ in k:
267 print k.replace(’)’, ’) /2’),
268 elif ’tt_public_out[i] =’ in k:
269 print k.replace(’)’, ’) /2’),
270 else:
271 print k,
272 for j in tm_files:
273 for k in FileInput(j + ’.lua’, inplace=1):
274 if ’local tt_public_waiting’ in k:
275 print k.replace(’\r’, ’ /2\r’),
276 else:
277 print k,
278
279
280 def walk_only():
281 for j in tmd_files:
282 c = 0
283 for k in FileInput(j + ’.lua’, inplace=1):
284 if c > 0:
285 print ’--’ + k,
286 c -= 0
287 elif ’--utility function’ in k:
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288 print k,
289 if ’walk’ not in k:
290 c = 4
291 elif ’cost’ in k:
292 print ’--’ + k,
293 elif ’local number_of_modes’ in k:
294 nom = int(strip(k.split(’=’)[1]))
295 print k.replace(str(nom), ’1’),
296 else:
297 print k,
298 for j in tm_files:
299 for k in FileInput(j + ’.lua’, inplace=1):
300 if k.startswith(’local beta’):
301 if k.find(’cost’) > 0:
302 first_part = k.split(’=’)[0]
303 print first_part + ’= 0\r\n’,
304 elif k.find(’tt’) > 0:
305 first_part = k.split(’=’)[0]
306 print first_part + ’= 0\r\n’,
307 else:
308 print k,
309 else:
310 print k,
311
312 def aba():
313 abd = getcwd()
314 copytree(’base’, ’aba_time’)
315 copytree(’base’, ’aba_cost’)
316 chdir(abd + ’/aba_time’)
317 aba_time()
318 chdir(abd + ’/aba_cost’)
319 aba_cost()
320
321 def policy_manager(): # we are now in the directory of the SMS preference
→˓ level
322 dp = getcwd()
323 for i in mode_policy:
324 if i != ’all_modes’:
325 mkdir(i)
326 copytree(’all_modes/base’, i + ’/base’)
327 chdir(i + ’/base’)
328 if i == ’no_pt’:
329 omit_pt()
330 elif i == ’no_sms’:
331 omit_sms_taxi()
332 elif i == ’no_amod’:
333 omit_amod()
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334 elif i == ’pt_enhancement’:
335 pt_enhancement()
336 omit_amod()
337 elif i == ’amod_to_pt’:
338 amod_to_pt()
339 chdir(dp + ’/’ + i)
340 aba() # for all policies, go straight to ABA
341 chdir(dp)
342
343 def operating_cost():
344 fpd = getcwd()
345 for n in fuel_prices:
346 mkdir(’fuel_price_%i’ %n)
347 mkdir(’fuel_price_%i/all_modes’ %n)
348 copytree(’base’, ’fuel_price_%i/all_modes/base’ %n)
349 chdir(’fuel_price_%i/all_modes/base’ %n)
350 # 14.7 is the base cost of $SG 14.7 per one hundred km.
351 new_cost_ratio = 0.5 * float(n)
352 for j in tmd_files:
353 for k in FileInput(j + ’.lua’, inplace=1):
354 if ’cost_taxi[i] =’ in k:
355 if ’cost_taxi_2[i])’ in k:
356 print k.replace(’)’, ’)*%.1f’ %new_cost_ratio),
357 else:
358 print k.replace(’cost_taxi_1[i] + cost_taxi_2[i]’, ’(
→˓ cost_taxi_1[i] + cost_taxi_2[i])*%.1f’ %
→˓ new_cost_ratio)
359 elif ’cost_SMS[i] =’ in k:
360 print k.replace(’)’, ’)*%.1f’ %new_cost_ratio),
361 elif ’cost_SMS_Pool[i]’ in k:
362 print k.replace(’)’, ’)*%.1f’ %new_cost_ratio),
363 elif ’cost_AMOD[i] =’ in k:
364 print k.replace(’)’, ’)*%.1f’ %new_cost_ratio),
365 elif ’cost_AMOD_Pool[i] =’ in k:
366 print k.replace(’)’, ’)*%.1f’ %new_cost_ratio),
367 else:
368 print k,
369 for j in tm_files:
370 for k in FileInput(’%s.lua’ %j, inplace=1):
371 if ’local cost_taxi =’ in k:
372 print k.replace(’cost_taxi_1 + cost_taxi_2’, ’(
→˓ cost_taxi_1 + cost_taxi_2)*%.1f’ %new_cost_ratio),
373 else:
374 print k,
375 for i in [’SMS’, ’SMS_Pool’, ’AMOD’, ’AMOD_Pool’]:
376 if ’local cost_%s =’ in k:
377 print k.replace(’)’, ")*%.1f") %new_cost_ratio,
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378 break
379 chdir(fpd + ’/fuel_price_%i’ %n)
380 policy_manager() # going to the policy manager
381 chdir(fpd)
382
383 def modify_sms_pref():
384 spd = getcwd()
385 for m in sms_preference_levels:
386 try:
387 rmtree(’sms_pref_%i’ %m)
388 except:
389 pass
390 mkdir(’sms_pref_%i’ %m)
391 copytree(’base’, ’sms_pref_%i/base’ %m)
392 chdir(’sms_pref_%i/base’ %m)
393 for j in tmd_files + tm_files:
394 mode_constants = []
395 f = open(j + ’.lua’, ’r’)
396 for k in f:
397 if ’local beta_cons_’ in k:
398 mode_constants.append(k[16:])
399 f.close()
400 modeList = []
401 ASCList = []
402 for i in mode_constants:
403 parameter = i.split(’=’)
404 modeList.append(parameter[0].strip())
405 ASCList.append(float(parameter[1]))
406 s = Series(ASCList, index=modeList)
407 ## Compute new SMS ASC value here
408 smsShare = exp(s.SMS)/sum(exp(s))
409 newSmsShare = smsShare*(1.0 + 0.01 * m)
410 newBetaSms = round(log(newSmsShare*(sum(exp(s[s.index!=’SMS’]))
→˓ ) / (1 - newSmsShare)), 3)
411 try:
412 newBeta_SMS_Pool = str(round(newBetaSms - s[’SMS’] + s[’
→˓ SMS_Pool’], 3))
413 except:
414 newBeta_SMS_Pool = newBetaSms
415 for k in FileInput(j + ’.lua’, inplace=1):
416 if ’local beta_cons_SMS =’ in k:
417 print k.replace(str(s[’SMS’]), str(newBetaSms)), # Write
→˓ new ASC to new file
418 elif ’local beta_cons_SMS_Pool =’ in k:
419 print k.replace(str(s[’SMS_Pool’]), newBeta_SMS_Pool), #
→˓ Write new ASC to new file
420 elif ’local beta_cons_AMOD =’ in k:
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421 print k.replace(str(s[’AMOD’]), str(newBetaSms)), #
→˓ Write new ASC to new file
422 elif ’local beta_cons_AMOD_Pool =’ in k:
423 print k.replace(str(s[’AMOD_Pool’]), newBeta_SMS_Pool),
→˓ # Write new ASC to new file
424 else:
425 print k,
426 chdir(spd + ’/sms_pref_%i’ %m)
427 operating_cost() # going to operation cost
428 chdir(spd)
429
430 def main():
431 # addmissible values: vc, aus
432 a = raw_input(’Generate lua files for Virtual-City [vc] or for Auto-
→˓ Sprawl [aus]?\n’)
433 if a in [’aus’, ’AUS’]:
434 print(’modifying for auto-sprawl’)
435 chdir(’autosprawl’)
436 elif a in [’vc’, ’VC’, ’vC’, ’Vc’, ’v’, ’V’]:
437 print(’modifying for Virtual City’)
438 chdir(’virtual_city’)
439 else:
440 exit(’\ncity for lua not defined’)
441 modify_sms_pref()
442
443 main()
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A.2 Python Scripts for Generating Uncertainty
A.2.1 Generating Vehicle Fleet Tables
The following script is used to generate vehicle fleet tables. These tables consist of
fleets with different shares of powertrains.
1 from psycopg2 import connect
2 import random, numpy
3 from socket import gethostname
4 from time import time
5 from sys import exit
6 from django.db import transaction, DatabaseError
7 from numpy import array, multiply, around
8
9 #drivetrains = [’ICE’, ’HEV’, ’PHEV’, ’BEV’, ’FCV’]
10 drivetrains = [’ICE’, ’HEV’, ’BEV’]
11
12 # postgres db connection settings
13 if gethostname() == ’PIERCE-ONE-TRIPOD’: # this checks where this script
→˓ is being run.
14 DB_HOST = ****
15 else:
16 DB_HOST = ****
17 a = raw_input("select database to generate vehicle: [Auto-Sprawl: AS, Auto
→˓ -Innovative: AI, Virtual City: VC, Sustainable-Anchor: SA,
→˓ Innovative-Heavyweight: IH]\n")
18 if a in [’as’, ’AS’, ’aS’, ’As’]:
19 DBNAME = ’auto_sprawl’
20 POPULATION_SCHEMA = ’synpop12’
21 elif a in [’ai’, ’AI’, ’aI’, ’Ai’]:
22 DBNAME = ’auto_innovative’
23 POPULATION_SCHEMA = ’synpop_boston_12’
24 elif a in [’vc’, ’VC’, ’vC’, ’Vc’]:
25 DBNAME = ’virtual_city_sms’
26 POPULATION_SCHEMA = ’virtual_city’
27 elif a in [’sa’, ’SA’, ’sA’, ’Sa’]:
28 DBNAME = ’sustainable_anchor’
29 POPULATION_SCHEMA = ’synpop12’
30 elif a in [’ih’, ’IH’, ’iH’, ’Ih’]:
31 DBNAME = ’innovative_heavyweight’
32 POPULATION_SCHEMA = ’synpop12’
33 else:
34 exit("database not specified, closing")
35
36 if DBNAME == ’simmobcity_backup’:
37 POPULATION_SCHEMA = ’synpop12’
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38 elif DBNAME ==’simmobility_virtualcity_sms’:
39 POPULATION_SCHEMA = ’virtual_city’
40
41 USER = ****
42 PASSWORD = ****
43 TAXI_FLEET_TABLE = ’taxi_fleet’
44
45
46 def get_proportions(a):
47 if a == 1:
48 return [0.95, 0.04, 0.01]
49 elif a == 2:
50 return [0.75, 0.23, 0.02]
51 elif a == 3:
52 return [0.50, 0.40, 0.10]
53 elif a == 4:
54 return [0.25, 0.45, 0.30]
55 else:
56 exit(’\n\nVehicle not properly defined\n’)
57
58
59 def main():
60 a = time()
61 con = connect(database=DBNAME, user=USER, host=DB_HOST, password=
→˓ PASSWORD)
62 cur = con.cursor()
63 # get all user ids
64 cur.execute("SELECT count(*)::int as num FROM %s.individual" %
→˓ POPULATION_SCHEMA)
65 number_of_individuals = int(cur.fetchall()[0][0])
66 print(’got %i indiviuals\n’ %number_of_individuals)
67
68 for fleet_composition in [1, 2, 3, 4]:
69 b = time()
70 new_vehicle_table = ’%s.vehicle_fleet_a_%i’ %(POPULATION_SCHEMA,
→˓ fleet_composition)
71
72 unrounded = multiply(number_of_individuals, get_proportions(
→˓ fleet_composition))
73 rounded = around(unrounded, decimals=0)
74 sum_shares = int(sum(rounded))
75
76 if sum_shares == number_of_individuals:
77 pass
78 else:
79 print(’number of individuals is %i, while rounded number of
→˓ individuals is %i’ %(number_of_individuals, sum_shares))
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80 remainder = unrounded - rounded
81 # if the sum of the shares fo each powertrain is greater than
→˓ the original number fo individuals, we reduce the share
→˓ with the lowest remainder by 1.
82 if sum_shares > number_of_individuals:
83 min_remainder = min(remainder)
84 if remainder[0] == min_remainder:
85 rounded[0] -= 1
86 elif remainder[1] == min_remainder:
87 rounded[1] -= 1
88 else:
89 rounded[2] -= 1
90 # if the sum of the shares fo each powertrain is less than the
→˓ original number fo individuals, we increase the share
→˓ with the highest remainder by 1.
91 else:
92 max_remainder = max(remainder)
93 if remainder[0] == max_remainder:
94 rounded[0] += 1
95 elif remainder[1] == max_remainder:
96 rounded[1] += 1
97 else:
98 rounded[2] += 1
99 if int(sum(rounded)) == number_of_individuals: # sanity check
100 print(’corrected rounded number of individuals is now %i’ %
→˓ int(sum(rounded)))
101 else:
102 exit(’\nThe corrected sum of shares of each powertrain did
→˓ not converge to the original number of individuals.
→˓ Please check the number of shares.’)
103
104 cur.execute("DISCARD TEMP;")
105 print(’selecting individuals for ICE’)
106 cur.execute("""CREATE TEMP TABLE ice AS
107 SELECT id AS ind_id, ’ICE’::VARCHAR AS drivetrain
108 FROM %s.individual
109 ORDER BY RANDOM()
110 LIMIT %i;""" %(POPULATION_SCHEMA, rounded[0]))
111 print(’selecting individuals for HEV’)
112 cur.execute("""CREATE TEMP TABLE hev AS
113 SELECT id AS ind_id, ’HEV’::VARCHAR AS drivetrain
114 FROM %s.individual
115 LEFT JOIN ice ON id = ind_id
116 WHERE ind_id IS NULL
117 ORDER BY RANDOM()
118 LIMIT %s;""" %(POPULATION_SCHEMA, rounded[1]))
119 print(’selecting individuals for BEV’)
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120 cur.execute("""CREATE TEMP TABLE bev AS
121 SELECT id AS ind_id, ’BEV’::VARCHAR AS drivetrain
122 FROM %s.individual
123 LEFT JOIN ice ON id = ice.ind_id
124 LEFT JOIN hev ON id = hev.ind_id
125 WHERE ice.ind_id IS NULL AND hev.ind_id IS NULL;""" %
→˓ POPULATION_SCHEMA)
126 print(’unifying tables’)
127 cur.execute("CREATE TEMP TABLE a AS SELECT * FROM ice UNION SELECT
→˓ * FROM hev UNION SELECT * FROM bev;")
128 print(’storing new table’)
129 cur.execute("DROP TABLE IF EXISTS %s;" %new_vehicle_table)
130 cur.execute("""CREATE TABLE %s AS
131 SELECT ROW_NUMBER() OVER (ORDER BY ind_id)::INT AS id, ind_id,
132 drivetrain, ’’::VARCHAR AS make, ’’::VARCHAR AS model
133 FROM a
134 ORDER BY id;""" %new_vehicle_table)
135 cur.execute("ALTER TABLE %s ADD PRIMARY KEY(ind_id);" %
→˓ new_vehicle_table)
136 cur.execute("ANALYZE %s;" %new_vehicle_table)
137 con.commit()
138 iteration_time = time() - b
139 print(’iteration ran in %i seconds\n’ %iteration_time)
140 cur.execute("SELECT COUNT(*)::INT AS num FROM %s;" %
→˓ new_vehicle_table)
141 number_of_vehicles = int(cur.fetchall()[0][0])
142 if number_of_vehicles != number_of_individuals:
143 con.close()
144 exit(’\nError!\nnumber of vehicles is %i, while the number of
→˓ individuals is %i\nclosing’ %(number_of_vehicles,
→˓ number_of_individuals))
145 cur.close()
146 con.close()
147 b = time() - a
148 print "\nscript ran in %i minutes and %i seconds" %(b/60, b%60)
149
150 main()
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A.2.2 Modifying Level of Motorization
The following python script creates new household tables with different categories of
vehicle ownership. Aggregately, this corresponds to overall level of motorization.
1 # modify level of motorization
2 from psycopg2 import connect
3 from sys import exit
4 from pandas import DataFrame
5
6 DB_NAME = ’simmobility_virtualcity_sms’
7 DB_HOST = ****
8 #DB_NAME = ’virtual_city_sms’
9 #DB_HOST = ****
10 DB_USER = ****
11 DB_PASSWORD = ****
12
13
14 con = connect(dbname=DB_NAME, host=DB_HOST, user=DB_USER, password=
→˓ DB_PASSWORD)
15 cur = con.cursor()
16
17
18 def change_level(new_table_name, from_level, to_level, quantity):
19 cur.execute("""UPDATE virtual_city.household_vehicle_%s
20 SET vehicle_ownership_option_id = %i
21 WHERE id IN (SELECT id
22 FROM virtual_city.household_vehicle_%s
23 WHERE vehicle_ownership_option_id = %i
24 ORDER BY RANDOM()
25 LIMIT %i);""" %(new_table_name, to_level, new_table_name,
→˓ from_level, quantity))
26
27 def modify_motor_level(vehicle_level, df):
28 change = abs(float(vehicle_level)/100)
29 if vehicle_level < 0:
30 new_table_name = ’down_%i’ %(-vehicle_level)
31 cur.execute("DROP TABLE IF EXISTS virtual_city.household_vehicle_%s
→˓ ;" %new_table_name)
32 cur.execute("""CREATE TABLE virtual_city.household_vehicle_%s AS
33 SELECT * FROM virtual_city.household ORDER BY id;""" %
→˓ new_table_name)
34 # from 1 Off-peak Car w/wo Motor to No Vehicle:
35 change_level(new_table_name, 2, 0, round(change * df[’appearances’
→˓ ][2], 0))
36 # from 1 Normal Car Only to No vehilce:
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37 change_level(new_table_name, 3, 0, round(change * df[’appearances’
→˓ ][3], 0))
38 # from 1 normal Car & 1+ Motor to 1+ Motor only:
39 change_level(new_table_name, 4, 1, round(change * df[’appearances’
→˓ ][4], 0))
40 # from 2+ Normal Car w/wo Motor to 1 Normal Car Only
41 change_level(new_table_name, 5, 3, round(2 * change * df[’
→˓ appearances’][5], 0))
42 else:
43 new_table_name = ’up_%i’ %vehicle_level
44 cur.execute("DROP TABLE IF EXISTS virtual_city.household_vehicle_%s
→˓ ;" %new_table_name)
45 cur.execute("""CREATE TABLE virtual_city.household_vehicle_%s AS
46 SELECT * FROM virtual_city.household ORDER BY id;""" %
→˓ new_table_name)
47 # from 1 Normal Car Only to 2+ Normal Car w/wo Motor
48 change_level(new_table_name, 3, 5, round(2 * change * df[’
→˓ appearances’][5], 0))
49 remainder = round(2 * change * df[’appearances’][5], 0) - df[’
→˓ appearances’][3]
50 if remainder > 0:
51 # from 1 normal Car & 1+ Motor to 2+ Normal Car w/wo Motor:
52 change_level(new_table_name, 4, 5, remainder)
53 remainder = remainder - df[’appearances’][4]
54 if remainder > 0:
55 # from 1 Off-peak Car w/wo Motor to 2+ Normal Car w/wo Motor
→˓ :
56 change_level(new_table_name, 2, 5, remainder)
57 # from 1+ Motor only to "1 Normal Car & 1+ Motor":
58 change_level(new_table_name, 1, 4, round(change * df[’appearances’
→˓ ][4], 0))
59 remainder = round(change * df[’appearances’][4], 0) - df[’
→˓ appearances’][1]
60 if remainder > 0:
61 # from "No vehicle (including motor, normal car, off-peak car)"
→˓ to "1 Normal Car & 1+ Motor":
62 change_level(new_table_name, 0, 4, remainder)
63 # from "No vehicle (including motor, normal car, off-peak car)" to
→˓ "1 Normal Car only":
64 change_level(new_table_name, 0, 3, round(change * df[’appearances’
→˓ ][3], 0))
65 remainder = round(change * df[’appearances’][3], 0) - df[’
→˓ appearances’][0]
66 if remainder > 0:
67 # from "1+ Motor only" to "1 Normal Car & 1+ Motor":
68 change_level(new_table_name, 1, 3, remainder)
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69 # from "No vehicle (including motor, normal car, off-peak car)" to
→˓ "1 Off-peak Car w/wo Motor":
70 change_level(new_table_name, 0, 2, round(change * df[’appearances’
→˓ ][2], 0))
71 remainder = round(change * df[’appearances’][2], 0) - df[’
→˓ appearances’][0]
72 if remainder > 0:
73 # from "1+ Motor only" to "1 Off-peak Car w/wo Motor":
74 change_level(new_table_name, 1, 2, remainder)
75 cur.execute("ALTER TABLE virtual_city.household_vehicle_%s ADD PRIMARY
→˓ KEY(id);" %new_table_name)
76 cur.execute("ANALYZE virtual_city.household_vehicle_%s;" %
→˓ new_table_name)
77 con.commit()
78 cur.execute("""SELECT vehicle_ownership_option_id, description, COUNT
→˓ (*)::INT AS num
79 FROM virtual_city.household_vehicle_%s AS a
80 LEFT JOIN virtual_city.vehicle_ownership_options AS c ON a.
→˓ vehicle_ownership_option_id = c.id
81 GROUP BY vehicle_ownership_option_id, description
82 ORDER BY vehicle_ownership_option_id;""" %new_table_name)
83 new_household_ownership = DataFrame(cur.fetchall(), columns=[’short_id’
→˓ , ’definition’, ’appearances’]).set_index([’short_id’])
84 print(’\nNew vehicle ownership categories for level motrization change
→˓ by ’ + str(vehicle_level) + ’%’)
85 print new_household_ownership
86
87 def main():
88 cur.execute("""SELECT vehicle_ownership_option_id, description, COUNT
→˓ (*)::INT AS num
89 FROM virtual_city.household AS a
90 LEFT JOIN virtual_city.vehicle_ownership_options AS c ON a.
→˓ vehicle_ownership_option_id = c.id
91 GROUP BY vehicle_ownership_option_id, description
92 ORDER BY vehicle_ownership_option_id""")
93 original_household_ownership = DataFrame(cur.fetchall(), columns=[’
→˓ short_id’, ’definition’, ’appearances’]).set_index([’short_id’])
94 print original_household_ownership
95 for i in [-20, -40, 20]:
96 modify_motor_level(i, original_household_ownership)
97 cur.close()
98 con.close()
99
100 main()
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A.2.3 Modifying Population Density
The following python script creates new household, individual, and vehicle tables for
different levels of population density. It samples a certain set of households from
groups of households of the same size, then creates new tables with new indexes and
matches new individuals and vehicles to the households.
1 # modify level of motorization
2 from psycopg2 import connect
3 from sys import exit
4 from pandas import DataFrame
5 from time import time
6
7 #DB_HOST = ****
8 DB_HOST = ****
9 DB_USER = ****
10 DB_PASSWORD = ****
11
12 answer_1 = raw_input(’Which database to modify? [Virtual-City: vc, Auto-
→˓ Sprawl: as, Auto-Innovative: ai]\n’).lower()
13 if answer_1 == ’vc’:
14 DB_NAME = ’virtual_city_sms’
15 population_schema = ’virtual_city’
16 vehicle_schema = ’supply.’
17 table_list = [’household’, ’household_vehicle_down_20’, ’
→˓ household_vehicle_down_40’, ’household_vehicle_up_20’]
18 elif answer_1 == ’as’:
19 DB_NAME = ’auto_sprawl’
20 population_schema = ’synpop12’
21 vehicle_schema = ’supply.’
22 table_list = [’household’]
23 elif answer_1 == ’ai’:
24 DB_NAME ==’auto_innovative’
25 else:
26 exit(’\nDatabase not specified\n’)
27
28
29 con = connect(dbname=DB_NAME, host=DB_HOST, user=DB_USER, password=
→˓ DB_PASSWORD)
30 cur = con.cursor()
31
32 def sample_households(table, hh):
33 query = "CREATE TEMP TABLE samples AS\n"
34 for index, i in table.iterrows():
35 if index > 1:
36 query += ’\nUNION\n’
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37 query += "(SELECT id FROM %s.%s WHERE hh_size = %i ORDER BY RANDOM
→˓ () LIMIT %i)" %(population_schema, hh, index, i[’sample_size
→˓ ’])
38 cur.execute(query)
39
40 def get_columns(schema, table):
41 cur.execute("SELECT column_name FROM information_schema.columns WHERE
→˓ table_schema = ’%s’ AND table_name = ’%s’ ORDER BY
→˓ ordinal_position;" %(schema, table))
42 a = cur.fetchall()
43 b = []
44 for i in a:
45 if i[0] == ’id’:
46 pass
47 else:
48 b.append(i[0])
49 return b
50
51 def generate_vehicle_table(index):
52 old_vehicle_table = vehicle_schema + ’vehicle_fleet_a_%i’ %index
53 new_vehicle_table = old_vehicle_table + ’_pop_up_25’
54 cur.execute("SELECT MAX(vehicle_id) FROM %s;" %old_vehicle_table)
55 max_vehicle_id = int(cur.fetchall()[0][0])
56 cur.execute("DROP TABLE IF EXISTS %s;" %new_vehicle_table)
57 print("Creating new vehicle table for fleet %i" %index)
58 cur.execute("""CREATE TABLE %s AS
59 SELECT * FROM %s
60 UNION
61 (SELECT (ROW_NUMBER() OVER (ORDER BY old_id) + %i) AS vehicle_id,
→˓ id AS ind_id, drivetrain, make, model
62 FROM %s AS a
63 JOIN c ON c.old_id = a.ind_id
64 WHERE c.old_id > 0
65 ORDER BY vehicle_id);""" %(new_vehicle_table, old_vehicle_table,
→˓ max_vehicle_id, old_vehicle_table))
66 cur.execute("ALTER TABLE %s ADD PRIMARY KEY(ind_id);" %
→˓ new_vehicle_table)
67 cur.execute("ANALYZE %s;" %new_vehicle_table)
68 con.commit()
69
70 def increase_population(schema, hh):
71 old_hh_table = schema + ’.’ + hh
72 new_hh_table = old_hh_table + ’_pop_up_25’
73 old_individual_table = schema + ’.individual’
74 new_individual_table = old_individual_table + ’_pop_up_25’
75 cur.execute("SELECT MAX(id) FROM %s;" %old_hh_table)
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76 max_hh_id = int(cur.fetchall()[0][0]) # getting the highest household
→˓ ID
77 cur.execute("SELECT MAX(id) FROM %s;" %old_individual_table)
78 max_individual_id = int(cur.fetchall()[0][0]) # getting teh highest
→˓ individual ID
79 hh_columns = get_columns(schema, hh)
80 individual_columns = get_columns(schema, ’individual’)
81 print("\nCreating IDs for new households")
82 cur.execute("CREATE TEMP TABLE a AS SELECT ((ROW_NUMBER() OVER (ORDER
→˓ BY id)) + %i)::INT AS id, id::INT AS old_id FROM samples ORDER
→˓ BY id;" %max_hh_id)
83 query = "CREATE TEMP TABLE b AS SELECT a.id"
84 for i in hh_columns:
85 query += ’, ’ + i
86 query += ’, old_id\nFROM a LEFT JOIN %s AS c ON a.id = c.id ORDER BY id
→˓ ;’ %old_hh_table
87 print("Assigning new household attributes")
88 cur.execute(query)
89 cur.execute("DROP TABLE IF EXISTS %s;" %new_hh_table)
90 print("Generating new household table for increased population")
91 cur.execute("""CREATE TABLE %s AS
92 SELECT *, id AS old_id FROM %s
93 UNION
94 SELECT * FROM b
95 ORDER BY id;""" %(new_hh_table, old_hh_table))
96 con.commit()
97 cur.execute("ALTER TABLE %s ADD PRIMARY KEY(id);" %new_hh_table)
98 cur.execute("ANALYZE %s;" %new_hh_table)
99 print("Finished creating new households")
100 query = "CREATE TEMP TABLE c AS SELECT (ROW_NUMBER() OVER (ORDER BY d.
→˓ id) + %i)::INT AS id" %max_individual_id
101 for i in individual_columns:
102 if i == ’household_id’:
103 query += ’, a.old_id AS household_id’
104 else:
105 query += ’, ’ + i
106 query += ’, d.id AS old_id\nFROM %s AS d LEFT JOIN a ON a.old_id = d.
→˓ household_id WHERE old_id > 0 ORDER BY id;’ %
→˓ old_individual_table
107 print("Selecting individuals that match duplicated households")
108 cur.execute(query)
109 cur.execute("DROP TABLE IF EXISTS %s;" %new_individual_table)
110 print("Generating corresponding individual table")
111 cur.execute("""CREATE TABLE %s AS
112 SELECT *, id AS old_id FROM %s
113 UNION
114 SELECT * FROM c
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115 ORDER BY id;""" %(new_individual_table, old_individual_table))
116 cur.execute("ALTER TABLE %s ADD PRIMARY KEY(id);" %new_individual_table
→˓ )
117 cur.execute("ANALYZE %s;" %new_individual_table)
118 con.commit()
119 print("Finished generating new individual table")
120 for i in [1, 2, 3, 4]:
121 generate_vehicle_table(i)
122 print("Finished generating vehicle tables")
123
124 def decrease_population(schema, hh):
125 old_hh_table = schema + ’.’ + hh
126 new_hh_table = old_hh_table + ’_pop_down_25’
127 old_individual_table = schema + ’.individual’
128 new_individual_table = old_individual_table + ’_pop_down_25’
129 cur.execute("DROP TABLE IF EXISTS %s;" %new_hh_table)
130 print("Generating new household table for decreased population")
131 cur.execute("""CREATE TABLE %s AS
132 SELECT e.*
133 FROM %s AS e
134 LEFT JOIN samples ON samples.id = e.id
135 WHERE samples.id IS NULL
136 ORDER BY id;""" %(new_hh_table, old_hh_table))
137 cur.execute("ALTER TABLE %s ADD PRIMARY KEY(id);" %new_hh_table)
138 cur.execute("ANALYZE %s;" %new_hh_table)
139 cur.execute("DROP TABLE IF EXISTS %s;" %new_individual_table)
140 print("Creating corresponding individual table")
141 cur.execute("""CREATE TABLE %s AS
142 SELECT g.*
143 FROM %s AS g
144 LEFT JOIN %s AS h ON g.household_id = h.id
145 WHERE h.id IS NOT NULL
146 ORDER BY id;""" %(new_individual_table, old_individual_table,
→˓ new_hh_table))
147 cur.execute("ALTER TABLE %s ADD PRIMARY KEY(id);" %new_individual_table
→˓ )
148 cur.execute("ANALYZE %s;" %new_individual_table)
149 con.commit()
150
151 def main():
152 start_time = time()
153 cur.execute("DISCARD TEMP;")
154 cur.execute("SELECT hh_size, COUNT(*)::INT FROM %s.household GROUP BY
→˓ hh_size ORDER BY hh_size;" %population_schema)
155 df = DataFrame(cur.fetchall(), columns=[’HH_size’, ’appearances’])
156 df.set_index(’HH_size’, inplace=True)
157 df[’sample_size’] = (df[’appearances’] / 4).round(0).astype(int)
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158 print(df)
159 for household_table in table_list:
160 sample_households(df, household_table)
161 increase_population(population_schema, household_table)
162 decrease_population(population_schema, household_table)
163 cur.execute("DISCARD TEMP;")
164 con.close()
165 run_time = time() - start_time
166 rtm = int(run_time/60)
167 rts = int(run_time%60)
168 print(’\n\nscript ran %i minutes and %i seconds’ %(rtm, rts))
169
170 main()
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A.3 Python Scripts for Running and Processing Sim-
Mobility
A.3.1 Python Script for Running SimMobility
The following script was used to run SimMobility as well as saving the output files and
performing some initial processing. The script identifies it’s location, and accordingly
selects and executes a the strategy corresponding to this location.
1 from psycopg2 import connect
2 from os import chdir, path, system, remove, mkdir, getcwd
3 from sys import exit
4 from socket import gethostname
5 from glob import glob
6 from fileinput import FileInput
7 from time import time
8 from xml.dom import minidom
9 from datetime import datetime
10 from pandas import DataFrame, merge, read_csv
11 from numpy import array, zeros
12 from shutil import copyfile, rmtree
13 from commands import getoutput
14
15 h = path.expanduser(’~’)
16 ms_path = h + ’/mitei-scenarios/’
17
18 host_name = gethostname()
19 DB_HOST = ****
20 DB_USER = ****
21 DB_PASSWORD = ****
22
23 def update_database_connection_details(DB_NAME, strategy):
24 current_directory = getcwd()
25 chdir(’scripts/python’)
26 for i in [’TravelTimeAggregator.py’, ’upsert_link_travel_time.py’]:
27 for j in FileInput(i, inplace=1):
28 if ’DB_HOST =’ in j:
29 print "DB_HOST = ’%s’\r\n" %DB_HOST,
30 elif ’DB_PORT =’ in j:
31 print "DB_PORT = ’%s’\r\n" %DB_PORT,
32 elif ’DB_USER =’ in j:
33 print "DB_USER = ’%s’\r\n" %DB_USER,
34 elif ’DB_PASSWORD =’ in j:
35 print "DB_PASSWORD = ’%s’\r\n" %DB_PASSWORD,
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36 elif ’DB_NAME =’ in j:
37 print "DB_NAME = ’%s’\r\n" %DB_NAME,
38 elif ’AM_COSTS_TABLE = ’ in j:
39 print "AM_COSTS_TABLE = ’demand.learned_amcosts_%s’\r\n" %
→˓ strategy,
40 elif ’PM_COSTS_TABLE =’ in j:
41 print "PM_COSTS_TABLE = ’demand.learned_pmcosts_%s’\r\n" %
→˓ strategy,
42 elif ’OP_COSTS_TABLE =’ in j:
43 print "OP_COSTS_TABLE = ’demand.learned_opcosts_%s’\r\n" %
→˓ strategy,
44 elif ’TCOST_CAR_TABLE =’ in j:
45 print "TCOST_CAR_TABLE = ’demand.learned_tcost_car_%s’\r\n"
→˓ %strategy,
46 elif ’TCOST_BUS_TABLE =’ in j:
47 print "TCOST_BUS_TABLE = ’demand.learned_tcost_bus_%s’\r\n"
→˓ %strategy,
48 else:
49 print j,
50 chdir(current_directory)
51
52 def analyze_withinday_output(output_path):
53 # analyze subtrip_metrics.csv
54 try:
55 subtrip_metrics_columns = [’person_id’, ’trip_id’, ’subtrip_id’, ’
→˓ node_1’, ’origin_node’, ’origin_taz’, ’node_2’, ’
→˓ destination_node’, ’destination_taz’, ’mode’, ’start_time’,
→˓ ’end_time’, ’travel_time’, ’total_distance’, ’cbd_entry_node
→˓ ’, ’cbd_exit_node’, ’cbd_entry_time’, ’cdb_exit_time’, ’
→˓ cbd_travel_time’, ’no_cbd_travel_time’, ’cbd_distance’, ’
→˓ non_cbd_distance’]
56 subtrip_metrics_summary = DataFrame()
57 subtrip_metrics = read_csv(’subtrip_metrics.csv’, names=
→˓ subtrip_metrics_columns, index_col=’trip_id’)
58 x = subtrip_metrics[subtrip_metrics.travel_time > 0]
59 y = subtrip_metrics[subtrip_metrics.total_distance > 0]
60 subtrip_metrics_summary[’appearances’] = subtrip_metrics.groupby(’
→˓ mode’).travel_time.count()
61 subtrip_metrics_summary[’positive_travel_time’] = x.groupby(’mode’)
→˓ .travel_time.count()
62 subtrip_metrics_summary[’zero_travel_time’] =
→˓ subtrip_metrics_summary[’appearances’] -
→˓ subtrip_metrics_summary[’positive_travel_time’]
63 subtrip_metrics_summary[’total_travel_time’] = 60 * subtrip_metrics
→˓ .groupby(’mode’).travel_time.sum()
64 subtrip_metrics_summary[’average_positive_travel_time’] =
→˓ subtrip_metrics_summary[’total_travel_time’] /
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→˓ subtrip_metrics_summary[’positive_travel_time’]
65 subtrip_metrics_summary[’positive_distance’] = y.groupby(’mode’).
→˓ total_distance.count()
66 subtrip_metrics_summary[’positive_distance’] =
→˓ subtrip_metrics_summary[’positive_distance’].fillna(0).
→˓ astype(int)
67 subtrip_metrics_summary[’zero_distance’] = subtrip_metrics_summary[
→˓ ’appearances’] - subtrip_metrics_summary[’positive_distance’
→˓ ]
68 subtrip_metrics_summary[’travel_distance’] = subtrip_metrics.
→˓ groupby(’mode’).total_distance.sum() / 1000
69 subtrip_metrics_summary[’average_distance’] =
→˓ subtrip_metrics_summary[’travel_distance’] /
→˓ subtrip_metrics_summary[’positive_distance’]
70 subtrip_metrics_summary[’average_distance’] =
→˓ subtrip_metrics_summary[’average_distance’].fillna(0)
71 subtrip_metrics_summary.to_csv(output_path + ’
→˓ subtrip_metrics_summary.csv’)
72 except:
73 print(’\nNo subtrip_metrics.csv file to process.\n’)
74 ######################## travel_time ##########################
75 try:
76 travel_time_columns = [’person_id’, ’trip_origin_id’, ’trip_dest_id
→˓ ’, ’subtrip_origin_id’, ’subtrip_dest_id’, ’
→˓ subtrip_origin_type’, ’subtrip_dest_type’, ’mode’, ’
→˓ arrival_time’, ’travel_time’, ’line’]
77 travel_time_file = read_csv(’traveltime.csv’, names=
→˓ travel_time_columns)
78 travel_time_summary = DataFrame()
79 x = travel_time_file[travel_time_file[’travel_time’] > 0]
80 travel_time_summary[’appearances’] = travel_time_file.groupby(’mode
→˓ ’).travel_time.count()
81 travel_time_summary[’positive_travel_time’] = x.groupby(’mode’).
→˓ travel_time.count()
82 travel_time_summary[’positive_travel_time’] = travel_time_summary[’
→˓ positive_travel_time’].fillna(0).astype(int)
83 travel_time_summary[’zero_travel_time’] = travel_time_summary[’
→˓ appearances’] - travel_time_summary[’positive_travel_time’]
84 travel_time_summary[’total_travel_time’] = travel_time_file.groupby
→˓ (’mode’).travel_time.sum() / 60
85 travel_time_summary[’average_positive_travel_time’] =
→˓ travel_time_summary[’total_travel_time’] /
→˓ travel_time_summary[’positive_travel_time’]
86 travel_time_summary.to_csv(output_path + ’travel_time_summary.csv’)
87 except:
88 print(’\nNo traveltime.csv file to process.\n’)
89 ######################### sub_trips ###############################
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90 try:
91 sub_trips_columns = [’trip_id’, ’sequence_num’, ’mode’, ’pt_line_id
→˓ ’, ’cbd_traverse_type’, ’origin_type’, ’destination_type’, ’
→˓ origin_id’, ’destination_id’]
92 sub_trips = read_csv(’sub_trips.csv’, names=sub_trips_columns,
→˓ index_col=’trip_id’)
93 sub_trips_summary = DataFrame()
94 sub_trips_summary[’appearances’] = sub_trips.groupby(’mode’).mode.
→˓ count()
95 sub_trips_summary.to_csv(output_path + ’sub_trips_summary.csv’)
96 except:
97 print(’\nNo sub_trips.csv file to process.\n’)
98 ######################### waiting_time ##############################
99 try:
100 waiting_time_columns = [’person_id’, ’origin_node_id’, ’
→˓ dest_node_id’, ’start_stop_id’, ’end_stop_id’, ’
→˓ pt_line_id_journey’, ’pt_line_id’, ’board_time’, ’wait_time’
→˓ , ’denied_boarding_count’]
101 waiting_time = read_csv(’waitingtime.csv’, names=
→˓ waiting_time_columns)
102 waiting_time_summary = DataFrame()
103 waiting_time_summary[’waiting’] = [(len(waiting_time))]
104 waiting_time_summary[’positive_waiting_time’] = len(waiting_time[
→˓ waiting_time.wait_time > 0])
105 waiting_time_summary[’zero_waiting_time’] = waiting_time_summary.
→˓ waiting - waiting_time_summary.positive_waiting_time
106 waiting_time_summary[’total_waiting_time’] = sum(waiting_time.
→˓ wait_time) / 60
107 waiting_time_summary[’average_positive_waiting_time’] =
→˓ waiting_time_summary.total_waiting_time /
→˓ waiting_time_summary.positive_waiting_time
108 waiting_time_summary[’average_waiting_time’] = waiting_time_summary
→˓ .total_waiting_time / waiting_time_summary.waiting
109 waiting_time_summary.to_csv(output_path + ’waiting_time_summary.csv
→˓ ’)
110 except:
111 print(’\nNo waitingtime.csv file to process.\n’)
112
113 def run_iterations(od_fleet, scenario_name, fleet, motorization,
→˓ pop_change):
114 for i in FileInput(’data/connection.xml’, inplace=True):
115 if ’maxFleetSize’ in i:
116 print i.replace(i.split(’maxFleetSize="’)[1].split(’"’)[0], str
→˓ (od_fleet)),
117 else:
118 print i,
119 for i in FileInput(’data/midterm.xml’, inplace=True):
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120 if ’person_ids’ in i:
121 print i.replace(i.split(’re="’)[1].split(’"/’)[0], ’
→˓ getindividualids_pop_%s()’ %pop_change),
122 elif ’individual_by_id’ in i:
123 print i.replace(i.split(’re="’)[1].split(’"/’)[0], ’
→˓ getindividualbyid_fleet_%i_motorization_%s_pop_%s(:_id)’
→˓ %(fleet, motorization, pop_change)),
124 elif ’logsum_table name’ in i:
125 print i.replace(i.split(’="’)[1].split(’"/’)[0], ’
→˓ demand_scenario_discovery.logsum_’ + scenario_name),
126 elif ’mid_term_run_mode’ in i:
127 print i.replace(i.split(’="’)[1].split(’"/’)[0], ’full’),
128 else:
129 print i,
130
131 a = time()
132 print(’\nRunning full loop, started on %s’ %(str(datetime.now().
→˓ strftime("%A, %B-%d, at %H:%M:%S"))))
133 full_loop_output = getoutput(’./Debug/SimMobility_Medium data/
→˓ connection.xml data/midterm.xml’) # Run simmobility in Release
→˓ mode
134 c = time() - a
135 f = open(’full_loop_simulation_output.txt’, ’w’)
136 f.write(full_loop_output)
137 f.close()
138 if c < 10:
139 print(full_loop_output)
140 exit(’logsum crashed’)
141 rth = int(c/3600)
142 rtm = int(c/60) - (rth*60)
143 rts = round(c%60, 0)
144 print(’Full loop completed on %s,\nlasting %i hours, %i minutes and %i
→˓ seconds\n’ %(str(datetime.now().strftime("%A, %B-%d, at %H:%M:%S
→˓ ")), rth, rtm, rts))
145 ################################################################
146 for i in sorted(glob(’activity_schedule*.log’) + glob("out_0_*.txt")):
147 remove(i)
148
149 def run_logsum():
150 for i in FileInput(’data/midterm.xml’, inplace=True):
151 if ’mid_term_run_mode’ in i:
152 print i.replace(i.split(’="’)[1].split(’"/’)[0], ’preday’),
153 else:
154 print i,
155
156 a = time()
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157 print("\nRunning logsum, started on %s" %str(datetime.now().strftime("%
→˓ A, %B-%d, at %H:%M:%S")))
158 logsum_output = getoutput(’./Release/SimMobility_Medium data/connection
→˓ .xml data/midterm.xml’)
159 c = time() - a
160 f = open(’logsum_output.txt’, ’w’)
161 f.write(logsum_output)
162 f.close()
163 if c < 10:
164 print(logsum_output)
165 exit(’logsum crashed’)
166 rtm = int(c/60)
167 rts = int(c%60)
168 if ’Clearing zoneNodeMap’ not in logsum_output:
169 print logsum_output
170 print(’\nlogsum crahsed after running for %i minutes and %i seconds
→˓ ’ %(rtm, rts))
171 print(’Logsum completed on %s, ran for %i minutes and %i seconds\n’ %(
→˓ str(datetime.now().strftime("%A, %B-%d, at %H:%M:%S")), rtm, rts
→˓ ))
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173 output_files = [’activity_schedule’, ’BoardingCount.csv’, ’Car_ivt.csv’, ’
→˓ Iteration_Information.txt’, ’journeytime.csv’, ’link_travel_time.csv
→˓ ’, ’old_link_TTs’, ’out.txt’, ’PersonsAlighting.csv’, ’
→˓ PersonsBoarding.csv’, ’pt_mrt_Boarding_Alighting_DwellTime.csv’, ’
→˓ pt_mrt_dwellTime.csv’, ’pt_mrt_move.csv’, ’pt_mrt_passengerinfo.csv’
→˓ , ’ptstopstats.csv’, ’pulledTrainId.csv’, ’returnedTrainId.csv’, ’
→˓ RMSN_records.csv’, ’routes.csv’, ’subtrip_metrics.csv’, ’sub_trips.
→˓ csv’, ’traveltime.csv’, ’TravelTimeBetweenStations.csv’, ’
→˓ trip_activities.csv’, ’update_table_temp.csv’, ’waitiingcount.csv’,
→˓ ’waitingtime.csv’, ’RMSN_records_ABA.csv’, ’RMSN_records_link_TT.txt
→˓ ’, ’RMSN_records_zone_to_zone_TT.txt’, ’ABA_tracking.csv’, ’
→˓ energy_output.csv’, ’full_loop_simulation_output.txt’, ’failed_runs.
→˓ csv’, ’das_summary.csv’, ’waitingcount.csv’, ’taxi_trajectory’, ’
→˓ warn.log’, ’screen_line_count.csv’, ’logsum_output.txt’, ’
→˓ pt_mrt_passengernfo.csv’, ’out.siminfo.txt’, ’out.network.txt’, ’
→˓ Car_Trave_time.csv’]
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175 def remove_excess_files(): # remove files from previous runs
176 for i in output_files + sorted(glob(’activity_schedule*.log’) + glob("
→˓ out_0_*.txt")):
177 try:
178 remove(i)
179 except:
180 pass
181
182 def copy_output_files(output_path, DB_NAME, strategy):
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183 for p in output_files:
184 try:
185 copyfile(p, output_path + p)
186 print ’copied ’ + p
187 except:
188 pass
189 for i in [’midterm’, ’connection’]:
190 try:
191 copyfile(’data/%s.xml’ %i, output_path + i + ’.xml’)
192 print ’copied %s.xml’ %i
193 except:
194 pass
195 print ’\n’
196 con = connect(dbname=DB_NAME, user=DB_USER, host=DB_HOST, password=
→˓ DB_PASSWORD)
197 cur = con.cursor()
198 cur.execute("SELECT stop_mode, COUNT(*)::INT FROM
→˓ demand_scenario_discovery.das_%s GROUP BY stop_mode ORDER BY
→˓ stop_mode;" %strategy)
199 df = DataFrame(cur.fetchall(), columns=[’mode’, ’appearances’])
200 df.to_csv(output_path + ’das_summary.csv’)
201 con.close()
202
203 def read_samples(): # just checking that input is standard
204 f = read_csv(ms_path + ’scenario-discovery/sampling/
→˓ lhs_sampling_generator/7_samples.csv’, header=0, delimiter=’,’)
205 sample_list = []
206 for i in f.index:
207 if f[’fleet_comp’][i] == 95:
208 vehicle = 1
209 elif f[’fleet_comp’][i] == 75:
210 vehicle = 2
211 elif f[’fleet_comp’][i] == 50:
212 vehicle = 3
213 elif f[’fleet_comp’][i] == 25:
214 vehicle = 4
215 else:
216 exit(’\nsample file error, improper value of fleet_comp.’)
217 fuel = f[’fuel_price’][i]
218 if fuel not in [0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5]:
219 exit(’\nsample file error, improper value of fuel price: %f’ %m
→˓ )
220 spl = f[’sms_pref’][i]
221 if spl not in [0, 25, 50, 75]:
222 exit(’\nsample file error, improper value of sms pref.’)
223 ownership = f[’vehicle_ownership’][i]
224 if ownership == 20:
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225 motorization = ’u20’
226 elif ownership == 0:
227 motorization = ’000’
228 elif ownership in [-20, -40]:
229 motorization = ’d%i’ %(-ownership)
230 else:
231 exit(’\nsample file error, improper value of vehicle ownership’
→˓ )
232 pop_size = f[’pop_size’][i]
233 if pop_size == -25:
234 pop = ’d25’
235 elif pop_size == 0:
236 pop = ’000’
237 elif pop_size == 25:
238 pop = ’u25’
239 else:
240 print(pop_size)
241 exit(’\nsample file error, improper value of population size’)
242 vector = [spl, int(2*fuel), vehicle, motorization, pop]
243 print(vector)
244 sample_list.append(vector)
245 return(sample_list)
246
247 def find_strategy():
248 simmobility_version = getcwd().split(’/’)[3]
249 # strategies = [’all_modes’, ’no_pt’, ’no_sms’, ’no_amod’, ’
→˓ pt_enhancement’]:
250 if ’restriction’ in simmobility_version:
251 strategy = ’all_modes’
252 od_vehicles = 7500
253 elif ’amod_to_pt’ in simmobility_version:
254 strategy = ’amod_to_pt’
255 od_vehicles = 7500
256 elif ’pt_enhancement’ in simmobility_version:
257 strategy = ’pt_enhancement’
258 od_vehicles = 5000
259 elif ’no_pt’ in simmobility_version:
260 strategy = ’no_pt’
261 od_vehicles = 10000
262 elif ’amod’ in simmobility_version:
263 strategy = ’no_sms’
264 od_vehicles = 7500
265 elif ’simmobility_energy’ == simmobility_version:
266 strategy = ’no_amod’
267 od_vehicles = 5000
268 else:
269 exit("\nNo strategy found")
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270 return strategy, od_vehicles
271
272 def create_logsum_table(scenario_name, DB_NAME):
273 con = connect(dbname=DB_NAME, user=DB_USER, host=DB_HOST, password=
→˓ DB_PASSWORD)
274 cur = con.cursor()
275 cur.execute("CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS demand_scenario_discovery.
→˓ logsum_%s AS SELECT * FROM demand.logsum_walk LIMIT 0;" %
→˓ scenario_name)
276 con.commit()
277 try:
278 cur.execute("ALTER TABLE demand_scenario_discovery.logsum_%s ADD
→˓ PRIMARY KEY(person_id);" %scenario_name)
279 con.commit()
280 except:
281 print(’table demand_scenario_discovery.logsum_%s already exists and
→˓ has a primary key’ %scenario_name)
282 con.close()
283
284 def main():
285 xml_path = ms_path + ’xml_library/’
286 connection_path = xml_path + ’connection_files/’
287 config_path = xml_path + ’midterm_files/’
288 database_name = ’virtual_city_sms’ # databate
289 strategy, od_vehicles = find_strategy()
290 sample_list = read_samples()
291 for i in sample_list:
292 spl = i[0]
293 fuel = i[1]
294 fleet = i[2]
295 motorization = i[3]
296 pop_size = i[4]
297 update_database_connection_details(database_name, strategy)
298 remove_excess_files()
299 connection_file_name = ’connection_fuel_%i_%s.xml’ %(fuel,
→˓ database_name)
300 connection_file = connection_path + connection_file_name
301 config_name = ’midterm_spl_%i_fuel_%i_fleet_%i_%s.xml’ %(spl, fuel,
→˓ fleet, strategy)
302 config_file = config_path + config_name
303 scenario_name = ’spl_%i_fuel_%i_fleet_%i_motorization_%s_pop_%s_%s’
→˓ %(spl, fuel, fleet, motorization, pop_size, strategy)
304 output_path = h + ’/simmobility_output/out_%s/’ %scenario_name
305 try:
306 mkdir(output_path)
307 except:
308 rmtree(output_path)
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309 mkdir(output_path)
310 copyfile(connection_file, output_path + connection_file_name)
311 copyfile(connection_file, ’data/connection.xml’)
312 copyfile(config_file, ’data/midterm.xml’)
313 print("\nrunning scenario " + scenario_name)
314 scenario_name = scenario_name.replace(’pt_enhancement’, ’pt_enhanc’
→˓ )
315 create_logsum_table(scenario_name, database_name)
316 run_iterations(od_vehicles, scenario_name, fleet, motorization,
→˓ pop_size)
317 analyze_withinday_output(output_path)
318 copy_output_files(output_path, database_name, strategy)
319 remove_excess_files()
320 run_logsum()
321 copyfile(’logsum_output.txt’, output_path + ’logsum_output.txt’)
322
323 main()
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Appendix B
Scenario List
The following list is a of all the scenarios that were sampled:
Table B.1: List of Scenarios Sampled
SMS
Preference
Level
Fuel
Price
ICE
Share
Level of
Motorization
Population
Density
0 0.5 75 -20 25
0 0.5 75 0 0
0 0.5 75 20 -25
0 0.5 95 -20 0
0 0.5 95 0 0
0 0.5 95 0 25
0 0.5 95 20 0
0 1 25 0 0
0 1 75 -40 0
0 1 75 -20 25
0 1 75 0 0
0 1 75 0 25
0 1 95 -40 0
0 1 95 -20 -25
0 1 95 -20 0
0 1 95 0 -25
0 1 95 0 0
0 1 95 0 25
0 1.5 25 0 0
0 1.5 95 -20 0
0 2 75 0 0
0 2 95 -20 25
0 2.5 75 -20 -25
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SMS
Preference
Level
Fuel
Price
ICE
Share
Level of
Motorization
Population
Density
0 2.5 95 0 -25
0 2.5 95 0 0
0 2.5 95 20 0
25 0.5 25 -20 0
25 0.5 50 -20 0
25 0.5 50 -20 25
25 0.5 50 0 0
25 0.5 50 0 25
25 0.5 75 20 25
25 0.5 95 -20 -25
25 0.5 95 -20 0
25 1 25 0 25
25 1 50 0 -25
25 1 50 0 25
25 1 50 20 0
25 1 95 0 0
25 1.5 25 0 0
25 1.5 50 0 0
25 1.5 75 -20 0
25 1.5 75 0 -25
25 1.5 95 -20 0
25 1.5 95 0 -25
25 2 50 -20 0
25 2 75 -40 -25
25 2 75 -20 -25
25 2 95 -20 25
25 2 95 0 25
25 2.5 50 0 25
50 0.5 25 0 0
50 0.5 50 -20 0
50 0.5 50 0 0
50 0.5 75 -40 0
50 0.5 75 -20 0
50 0.5 95 -20 -25
50 0.5 95 -20 0
50 1 50 -40 -25
50 1 75 -40 0
50 1 75 0 0
50 1 75 20 -25
50 1 95 0 -25
50 1 95 0 25
50 1.5 50 0 0
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SMS
Preference
Level
Fuel
Price
ICE
Share
Level of
Motorization
Population
Density
50 1.5 50 20 0
50 1.5 75 0 25
50 1.5 95 -40 0
50 1.5 95 -20 0
50 1.5 95 0 0
50 2 25 0 -25
50 2 25 0 0
50 2 75 -20 0
50 2 95 -20 0
50 2.5 50 0 0
50 2.5 75 0 25
75 0.5 50 0 0
75 0.5 75 -20 25
75 0.5 95 -20 25
75 0.5 95 0 -25
75 0.5 95 0 25
75 1 50 -40 0
75 1 50 -20 25
75 1 50 20 25
75 1 75 -40 -25
75 1 75 -40 0
75 1 75 0 0
75 1 95 0 0
75 1 95 0 25
75 1.5 25 0 25
75 1.5 75 0 0
75 1.5 75 0 25
75 1.5 95 0 25
75 1.5 95 20 0
75 2 50 -40 0
75 2 95 -20 25
75 2 95 0 0
75 2 95 20 0
75 2.5 50 0 0
75 2.5 95 -20 -25
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Appendix C
Analytical ABA
C.1 Introduction
Thus far, activity-based accessibility (ABA) has been calculated numerically.
This paper will attempt to produce an analytical approach to ABA calculation. The
original approach for ABA of individual calculation has been:
𝐴𝐵𝐴𝑖 =
𝑑𝑝𝑏𝑖(︁
𝑑𝑝𝑏𝑖(Δ𝑥)−𝑑𝑝𝑏𝑖
Δ𝑥
)︁ = ∆𝑥 · 𝑑𝑝𝑏𝑖
𝑑𝑝𝑏𝑖(∆𝑥)− 𝑑𝑝𝑏𝑖 (C.1)
Where:
𝑑𝑝𝑏𝑖 daily pattern - binary of individual 𝑖
∆𝑥 increment of variable 𝑥
𝑑𝑝𝑏𝑖(∆𝑥) daily pattern - binary of individual 𝑖 when variable 𝑥 is grown
by ∆𝑥
Let us attempt to calculate ABA analytically, by doing the following:
𝐴𝐵𝐴𝑖 =
𝑑𝑝𝑏𝑖(︀
𝜕𝑑𝑝𝑏𝑖
𝜕𝑥
)︀ (C.2)
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In order to compute this derivative, we must retrace the path that generates ABA
from 𝑥.
C.2 Daily Pattern - Binary
Let us break down the daily pattern binary:
𝑑𝑝𝑏𝑖 = log
(︀
𝑒𝑈𝑑𝑝𝑏,𝑖+𝛽𝑑𝑝𝑡𝑑𝑝𝑡𝑖+𝛽𝑑𝑝𝑠𝑑𝑝𝑠𝑖 + 1
)︀
(C.3)
Where:
𝑑𝑝𝑡𝑖 daily pattern - tours of individual 𝑖
𝑑𝑝𝑠𝑖 daily pattern - stops of individual 𝑖
𝑈𝑑𝑝𝑏,𝑖 the product of all of the constants regarding attributes
of the individual, which are independent of travel
𝛽𝑑𝑝 the coefficient for both 𝑑𝑝𝑡𝑖 and 𝑑𝑝𝑠𝑖
Since 𝑈𝑑𝑝𝑏,𝑖 is constant:
𝜕𝑈𝑑𝑝𝑏,𝑖
𝜕𝑥
= 0
Hence:
𝜕𝑑𝑝𝑏𝑖
𝜕𝑥
=
(︀
𝛽𝑑𝑝𝑡
𝜕𝑑𝑝𝑡𝑖
𝜕𝑥
+ 𝛽𝑑𝑝𝑠
𝜕𝑑𝑝𝑠𝑖
𝜕𝑥
)︀
𝑒𝑈𝑑𝑝𝑏,𝑖+𝛽𝑑𝑝𝑡𝑑𝑝𝑡𝑖+𝛽𝑑𝑝𝑠𝑑𝑝𝑠𝑖
𝑒𝑈𝑑𝑝𝑏,𝑖+𝛽𝑑𝑝𝑡𝑑𝑝𝑡𝑖+𝛽𝑑𝑝𝑠𝑑𝑝𝑠𝑖 + 1
=
(︀
1− 𝑒−𝑑𝑝𝑏𝑖)︀(︂𝛽𝑑𝑝𝑡𝜕𝑑𝑝𝑡𝑖
𝜕𝑥
+ 𝛽𝑑𝑝𝑠
𝜕𝑑𝑝𝑠𝑖
𝜕𝑥
)︂ (C.4)
In Singapore/Virtual City model:
𝛽𝑑𝑝𝑡 = 𝛽𝑑𝑝𝑠 = 0.227
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C.3 Daily Pattern - Tours
𝑑𝑝𝑡𝑖 = log
(︃
14∑︁
𝑎=1
exp
(︃
𝑈𝑎,𝑖 +
4∑︁
𝑙=1
𝛽𝑎,𝑙𝐿𝑙,𝑖
)︃)︃
(C.5)
Where:
𝑈𝑑𝑝𝑡,𝑎,𝑖 The entire utility affiliated with the individual and type
of trip, unrelated to the characteristics of the trip
𝛽𝑎,𝑙 the coefficient for the logsum of trip type 𝑙 for utility of
option 𝑎
𝐿𝑙,𝑖 the logsum value of type 𝑙 for individual 𝑖
Since 𝑈𝑑𝑝𝑡,𝑎,𝑖 is constant:
𝜕𝑈𝑑𝑝𝑡,𝑎,𝑖
𝜕𝑥
= 0 (C.6)
Hence:
𝜕𝑑𝑝𝑡𝑖
𝜕𝑥
=
∑︀14
𝑎=1
(︁∑︀4
𝑙=1
(︁
𝛽𝑎,𝑙
𝜕𝐿𝑙,𝑖
𝜕𝑥
)︁
exp
(︀
𝑈𝑑𝑝𝑡,𝑎,𝑖 +
∑︀4
𝑙=1 𝛽𝑎,𝑙𝐿𝑙,𝑖
)︀)︁
∑︀14
𝑎=1 exp
(︀
𝑈𝑎,𝑖 +
∑︀4
𝑙=1 𝛽𝑎,𝑙𝐿𝑙,𝑖
)︀
= 𝑒−𝑑𝑝𝑡𝑖
14∑︁
𝑎=1
(︃
4∑︁
𝑙=1
(︂
𝛽𝑎,𝑙
𝜕𝐿𝑙,𝑖
𝜕𝑥
)︂
exp
(︃
𝑈𝑑𝑝𝑡,𝑎,𝑖 +
4∑︁
𝑙=1
𝛽𝑎,𝑙𝐿𝑙,𝑖
)︃)︃ (C.7)
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C.4 Daily Pattern - Stops
𝑑𝑝𝑠𝑖 = log
(︃
10∑︁
𝑏=1
exp
(︃
𝑈𝑑𝑝𝑠,𝑏,𝑖 +
4∑︁
𝑙=1
𝛽𝑏,𝑙𝐿𝑙,𝑖
)︃)︃
(C.8)
Where:
𝑈𝑑𝑝𝑠,𝑏,𝑖 The entire utility affiliated with the individual and type
of trip, unrelated to the characteristics of the trip
𝛽𝑏,𝑙 the coefficient for the logsum of trip type 𝑙 for utility of
option 𝑏
𝐿𝑙,𝑖 the logsum value of type 𝑙 for individual 𝑖
Since:
𝜕𝑈𝑑𝑝𝑠,𝑏,𝑖
𝜕𝑥
= 0 (C.9)
Hence:
𝜕𝑑𝑝𝑠𝑖
𝜕𝑥
=
∑︀10
𝑏=1
(︁∑︀4
𝑙=1
(︁
𝛽𝑏,𝑙
𝜕𝐿𝑙,𝑖
𝜕𝑥
)︁
exp
(︀
𝑈𝑑𝑝𝑠,𝑏,𝑖 +
∑︀4
𝑙=1 𝛽𝑏,𝑙𝐿𝑙,𝑖
)︀)︁
∑︀10
𝑠=1 exp
(︀
𝑈𝑑𝑝𝑠,𝑏,𝑖 +
∑︀4
𝑙=1 𝛽𝑏,𝑙𝐿𝑙,𝑖
)︀
= 𝑒−𝑑𝑝𝑠𝑖
10∑︁
𝑏=1
(︃
4∑︁
𝑙=1
(︂
𝛽𝑏,𝑙
𝜕𝐿𝑙,𝑖
𝜕𝑥
)︂
exp
(︃
𝑈𝑑𝑝𝑠,𝑏,𝑖 +
4∑︁
𝑙=1
𝛽𝑏,𝑙𝐿𝑙,𝑖
)︃)︃ (C.10)
C.5 Tour Mode
The logsum functions of tour mode education and work have the same structure.
Tour mode work is computed in Virtual City but is not taken as the determining
value of work logsum. Tour mode education is the logsum value of education. When
the logsum values are computed, the multinomial method is used, meaning that the
scales of each mode in the nested logit model play no role in determining the logsum
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values.
𝑡𝑚𝑖 = log
(︃
11∑︁
𝑚=1
exp
(︃
𝑊𝑚,𝑖 +
3∑︁
𝑝=1
(𝛽𝑝,𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑝,𝑚) + 𝛽𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑚
)︃)︃
(C.11)
Where:
𝛽𝑠,𝑚 coefficient for travel time in mode 𝑚 on travel segment
𝑠
𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑠,𝑚 travel time for individual 𝑖 on segment 𝑠 in mode 𝑚
𝛽𝑚 coefficient for cost for mode 𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑚 cost for individual 𝑖 on mode 𝑚
𝑊𝑚,𝑖 utility product of all variables that are not cost nor
travel time
Since 𝑊𝑚,𝑖,𝑧 is constant:
𝜕𝑊𝑚,𝑖,𝑧
𝜕𝑥
= 0
Hence:
𝜕𝑡𝑚𝑖
𝜕𝑥
=
∑︀11
𝑚=1
(︁(︁∑︀3
𝑠=1
(︁
𝛽𝑠,𝑚
𝜕𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑠,𝑚
𝜕𝑥
)︁
+ 𝛽𝑚
𝜕𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑚
𝜕𝑥
)︁
exp
(︀
𝑉𝑚,𝑖 +
∑︀3
𝑠=1 (𝛽𝑠,𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑠,𝑚) + 𝛽𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑚
)︀)︁
∑︀11
𝑚=1 exp
(︀
𝑊𝑚,𝑖 +
∑︀3
𝑠=1 (𝛽𝑠,𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑠,𝑚) + 𝛽𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑚
)︀
= 𝑒−𝑡𝑚𝑖
11∑︁
𝑚=1
(︃(︃
3∑︁
𝑠=1
(︂
𝛽𝑠,𝑚
𝜕𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑠,𝑚
𝜕𝑥
)︂
+ 𝛽𝑚
𝜕𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑚
𝜕𝑥
)︃
exp
(︃
𝑊𝑚,𝑖 +
3∑︁
𝑠=1
(𝛽𝑠,𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑠,𝑚) + 𝛽𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑚
)︃)︃
(C.12)
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C.6 Tour Mode-Destination
The logsum functions of tour mode-destination work, shop, and other, all have the
same structure.
𝑡𝑚𝑑𝑖 = log
(︃
𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠∑︁
𝑧=1
11∑︁
𝑚=1
exp
(︃
𝑉𝑚,𝑖,𝑧 +
3∑︁
𝑝=1
(𝛽𝑝,𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑝,𝑚,𝑧) + 𝛽𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑚,𝑧
)︃)︃
(C.13)
Where:
𝛽𝑝,𝑚 coefficient for travel time in mode 𝑚 on travel segment
𝑝
𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑝,𝑚,𝑧 travel time for individual 𝑖 on segment 𝑝 in mode 𝑚 to
zone 𝑧
𝛽𝑚 coefficient for cost for mode 𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑚,𝑧 cost for individual 𝑖 on mode 𝑚 to zone 𝑧
𝑉𝑚,𝑖,𝑧 utility product of all variables that are not cost nor
travel time
Since 𝑉𝑚,𝑖𝑧 is constant:
𝜕𝑉𝑚,𝑖,𝑧
𝜕𝑥
= 0
Hence:
𝜕𝑡𝑚𝑑𝑖
𝜕𝑥
=
∑︀𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠
𝑧=1
∑︀11
𝑚=1
(︁(︁∑︀3
𝑝=1
(︁
𝛽𝑝,𝑚
𝜕𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑝,𝑚,𝑧
𝜕𝑥
)︁
+ 𝛽𝑚
𝜕𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑚,𝑧
𝜕𝑥
)︁
exp
(︁
𝑉𝑚,𝑖,𝑧 +
∑︀3
𝑝=1 (𝛽𝑝,𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑝,𝑚,𝑧) + 𝛽𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑚,𝑧
)︁)︁
∑︀𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠
𝑧=1
∑︀11
𝑚=1 exp
(︁
𝑉𝑚,𝑖,𝑧 +
∑︀3
𝑝=1 (𝛽𝑝,𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑝,𝑚,𝑧) + 𝛽𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑚,𝑧
)︁
= 𝑒−𝑡𝑚𝑑𝑖
𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠∑︁
𝑧=1
11∑︁
𝑚=1
(︃(︃
3∑︁
𝑝=1
(︂
𝛽𝑝,𝑚
𝜕𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑝,𝑚,𝑧
𝜕𝑥
)︂
+ 𝛽𝑚
𝜕𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑚,𝑧
𝜕𝑥
)︃
exp
(︃
𝑉𝑚,𝑖,𝑧 +
3∑︁
𝑝=1
(𝛽𝑝,𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑝,𝑚,𝑧) + 𝛽𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑚,𝑧
)︃)︃
(C.14)
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C.7 Travel Time
If we take variable 𝑥 to be travel time, the derivative of cost becomes zero.
𝜕𝑥 = 𝜕𝑡𝑡𝑖
𝜕𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑚,𝑧
𝜕𝑡𝑡𝑖
=
𝜕𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑚
𝜕𝑡𝑡
= 0
The derivative of travel time of each segment of travel is the share of that segment
of of travel of all travel time. The explanation for this is that if there were only one
segment of travel, the derivative would be 1. Hence the sum of all the derivatives of
all travel segments by travel time is 1. For the tour mode model we get:
𝜕𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑠,𝑚
𝜕𝑡𝑡𝑖
=
𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑠,𝑚∑︀3
𝑠=1 𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑠,𝑚
(C.15)
Similarly, for the tour mode-destination:
𝜕𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑠,𝑚,𝑧
𝜕𝑡𝑡
=
𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑠,𝑚,𝑧∑︀3
𝑠=1 𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑠,𝑚,𝑧
For the tour mode model we get:
𝜕𝑡𝑚𝑖
𝜕𝑡𝑡𝑖
= 𝑒−𝑡𝑚𝑖
11∑︁
𝑚=1
(︃∑︀3
𝑠=1 𝛽𝑠,𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑠,𝑚∑︀3
𝑠=1 𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑠,𝑚
exp
(︃
𝑊𝑚,𝑖 +
3∑︁
𝑠=1
(𝛽𝑠,𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑠,𝑚) + 𝛽𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑚
)︃)︃
For the tour mode destination model we get:
𝜕𝑡𝑚𝑑𝑖
𝜕𝑡𝑡𝑖
=
= 𝑒−𝑡𝑚𝑑𝑖
𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠∑︁
𝑧=1
11∑︁
𝑚=1
(︃∑︀3
𝑝=1 𝛽𝑝,𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑝,𝑚,𝑧∑︀3
𝑝=1 𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑝,𝑚,𝑧
exp
(︃
𝑉𝑚,𝑖,𝑧 +
3∑︁
𝑝=1
(𝛽𝑝,𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑝,𝑚,𝑧) + 𝛽𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑚,𝑧
)︃)︃
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C.8 Cost
If we take variable 𝑥 to be travel cost, the derivative of travel time becomes zero.
𝜕𝑥 = 𝜕𝑡𝑡𝑖
𝜕𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑠,𝑚
𝜕𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
=
𝜕𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑠,𝑚,𝑧
𝜕𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
= 0
The derivative of travel cost of all trips is constant to be 1, for all trips except walk.
𝜕𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑚,𝑧
𝜕𝑡𝑡𝑖
=
𝜕𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑚
𝜕𝑡𝑡
= 1 for 𝑚 ̸= 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘
For the tour mode model we get:
𝜕𝑡𝑚𝑖
𝜕𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
= 𝑒−𝑡𝑚𝑖
11∑︁
𝑚=1
(︃
𝛽𝑚 exp
(︃
𝑊𝑚,𝑖 +
3∑︁
𝑠=1
(𝛽𝑠,𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑠,𝑚) + 𝛽𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑚
)︃)︃
For the tour mode-destination model we get:
𝜕𝑡𝑚𝑑𝑖
𝜕𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
= 𝑒−𝑡𝑚𝑑𝑖
𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠∑︁
𝑧=1
11∑︁
𝑚=1
(︃
𝛽𝑚 exp
(︃
𝑉𝑚,𝑖,𝑧 +
3∑︁
𝑝=1
(𝛽𝑝,𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑖,𝑝,𝑚,𝑧) + 𝛽𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑚,𝑧
)︃)︃
C.9 Conclusion
This document attempts to provide a framework for incorporating ABA calculation
into SimMobility. Computing ABA during a single SimMobility preday-logsum run-
ning mode may result in more efficient running time, since the duplication of this
running mode will no longer be necessary. Computing ABA analytically rather than
numerically is also likely to result in slightly more accurate ABA values. The issue of
ABA scaling will also become obsolete as a result, since the derivative is the scale.
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